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Abstract 

The advent of rich and highly–detailed information on individual web–browsing and purchase 
histories—an instance of so–called Big Data—has begun to make feasible sophisticated forms of per-
sonalized pricing, heretofore considered too informationally demanding to implement. We argue these 
pricing strategies are especially relevant in markets for differentiated experience goods. Taking the 
view that this ability to price discriminate both intertemporally and interpersonally will become in-
creasingly relevant in the future, here we investigate its implications on the dynamics of prices and on 
effciency in such markets. In particular, we derive a simple characterization of the equilibrium pricing 
rule that shows how prices contain a variety–specifc dynamic component that depends on the relative 
informativeness of competing varieties about consumers’ tastes. Over time, this pricing rule leads to 
discontinuous price changes that take the form of fuctuating price discounts for a given consumer. We 
provide evidence on the gains associated with these sophisticated forms of price discrimination using 
data on individual consumers’ purchases of Apple and Samsung products over time. We estimate prim-
itives in the setting in which frms use the uniform pricing rule we observe in the data and then simulate 
the counterfactual world with frst-degree price discrimination. We fnd that a signifcant fraction of 
consumers are better off under price discrimination relative to uniform pricing, as price discrimination 
intensifes competition for each individual consumer. Consumers worse off under price discrimination 
are those who are a good match for only Apple or Samsung. Firm profts from these consumers are 
correspondingly higher under price discrimination. 
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“Historically, frst–degree price discrimination has been very diffcult to implement, mostly 

for logistical reasons. With advances in technology and collecting of big data, then it may 

be that it will become easier to do.” [John Gourville, Harvard Business School Professor of 

Business Administration, quoted by Forbes (April 14, 2014)] 

Until recently, frst–degree price discrimination in the form of individual and intertemporal price dis-

crimination has been considered to be rarely used in practice due to the detailed information on individual 

characteristics and purchasing behavior required to implement it. Times may be changing. Various tech-

nologies exist today that allow frms to identify and track individual customers. The corresponding advent 

of large datasets on individual characteristics, purchasing, and web–browsing behavior—so-called “Big 

data”—together with the increasing role of customer feedback and social media in disseminating infor-

mation about consumers’ experiences, has dramatically expanded the possibility for frms to engage in 

personalized pricing. 

For example, in Forbes Quentin Gallivan, the CEO of a provider of business analytics software, Pen-

taho Corp, recently explained how retailers are “using [B]ig data to analyze tweets, reviews, and Facebook 

likes and matching this data against customer lists, transactions, and loyalty club memberships” to target 

price and product combinations to individual consumers. (See Gallivan (2012).) Forms of personalized 

deals, in–store and on–line, are now common at major U.S. grocers, pharmacies, department stores, and 

for magazine and newspaper subscriptions, telecommunications, banking, and credit card services. 1 In-

deed, a growing industry is engaged in gathering the big data sets necessary for such personalized pricing, 

developing the relevant algorithms to process data in real time and implementing such sophisticated pric-

ing strategies. (See Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2007, 2012).) 

The growth in Big data has led empirical researchers to begin addressing forward–looking questions 

about the effects of this form of price discrimination. One fnding in the literature is that as personalized 

pricing becomes more feasible, potentially large increases in profts are possible. For example, in their 

study of the pricing of digital music based on survey data on consumers’ valuations, Shiller and Waldfogel 

(2011) fnd that personalized pricing can increase revenues by over 50%. Using data linking detailed in-

formation about consumers’ web–browsing histories and demographic characteristics, Shiller et al. (2014) 

shows that even simple personalized pricing schemes can raise revenue by over 12%.2 

1Founded by Sam Odio, the former product manager of photos for Facebook, the startup Freshplum uses machine learning 
algorithms to develop software for sellers that allows to promote targeted online discounts to narrowly defned categories such 
as specifc geographic areas, repeat customers, or those predicted as unlikely to buy a given product or service. 

2While the ability to personalize prices has become increasingly relevant in the digital age, Shapiro (1998) already argued
that the online data provider Lexis–Nexis sells to virtually every user at a different price. 
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This increased ability to price discriminate across consumers and over a consumer’s purchases over 

time have become especially relevant in the context of the rising phenomenon of umbrella branding. As 

frms market different varieties of goods, personalized pricing allows them to engage in sophisticated 

forms of price discrimination that take into account consumers’ correlated taste for the varieties of a 

frm’s brand. For instance, it is well documented that consumers’ experiences about the match of their 

tastes with one variety in a line of products are positively correlated with their perceptions of their match 

with other varieties in the same line or related lines. See Erdem (1998) and Erdem and Chang (2012) for 

evidence of this phenomenon. 

Here we take an extreme forward–looking view by supposing that personalized pricing is feasible and 

analyze the resulting equilibrium pricing patterns and its effciency properties. We are well aware that at 

the present date such strategies are only slowly becoming feasible. But our contention is that given the 

potential proft margins associated with personalized pricing and the availability of new technologies that 

allow frms to practice it, over time many markets are likely to move closer to these pricing schemes. In 

this sense, this paper analyses a world towards which we are headed rather than the one we are living in 

today. 

Specifcally, we focus on optimal personalized pricing in a market for branded experience goods. The 

experience quality of these goods is due to consumers gaining information about their tastes for these 

goods only by consuming them. In these markets, a consumer’s taste for the products of a given frm may 

in large part refect the quality of the idiosyncratic match between the consumer and the frm’s products. 

The branded quality of these goods is due to consumers’ experiences about the match of their tastes with 

one variety in a frm’s line of products being correlated with their perceptions of their match with other 

varieties in the same line or related lines. 

We are interested in the following questions: First, in these markets, which pricing strategies Big 

data give rise to? Second, when does personalized pricing lead frms to generate the effcient amount of 

information about demand in the market? Does the availability of Big data intensify frms’ competition 

and, if so, under which circumstances? Finally, how does the intensity of competition affect pricing and 

effciency in such markets? To date, little is known about the answers to any of these questions. 

In our model, each frm can produce multiple goods, which we interpret as differentiated varieties 

of a brand. Consumers have prior beliefs about the quality of the match of their preferences with each 

frm’s brand. If a consumer purchases a variety of a certain brand, then the experience with that variety 

gives the consumer information about the quality of her match with all the varieties of the frm’s brand. 
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Moreover, each variety provides possibly different amounts of information about the quality of the match 

of a consumer’s taste and a frm’s products: some varieties may be very informative about match qual-

ity, whereas others may not. (For example, the purchase of a Samsung TV set, one of Samsung’s core 

products, may be more informative about a consumer’s tastes for Samsung’s products in general than the 

purchase of a Samsung Android phone, one extension of Samsung’s traditional product line.) We begin 

with a situation in which consumers’ tastes are uncorrelated across brands and then discuss (in Appendix 

B) the case in which tastes are correlated across brands, so that the experience with one brand affects 

consumers’ perceptions of other brands. 

In the model, frms compete in a Markovian fashion in a dynamic Bertrand game—we primarily focus 

on economies with a fnite horizon. We follow the classic study of Bergemann and V¨ aki (1996), alim¨

henceforth BV, in assuming that both the purchase history and the experiences of a consumer are public 

information. In the resulting game, the strategic interaction among frms is complex: frms not only 

compete directly to attract a consumer in the current period, but also strategically manage the information 

fow to the consumer. Specifcally, by appropriately choosing the prices for its product varieties, a frm 

can make a certain variety the most attractive and hence control how much is learned about a consumer’s 

taste for its products.3 By so doing, frms can then infuence their strategic positions in the continuation 

game that follows their interactions in any period. 

In terms of pricing, in the duopoly context, we show that prices are the sum of the standard static 

Bertrand pricing terms, namely, the utility difference between the purchased variety and the second–best 

variety in the market, and of a compensating price differential, which compensates the consumer for the 

value of the forgone information about the match with the selling frm’s competitor that the consumer 

would have acquired by purchasing from the competitor. 

Given this pricing rule, our model can generate rich patterns of seemingly random price increases 

and decreases for a given variety. Suppose, for instance, that as beliefs about a consumer’s taste evolve, 

the selling frm fnds it optimal to offer a given variety but its best competitor switches from offering a 

less informative variety to offering a more informative one. Then, in this case, the price of the selling 

frm’s variety will discontinuously decrease. If at a later point, the competitor switches from offering a 

more informative variety to offering a less informative one, then the price of the selling frm’s variety will 

discontinuously increase. Of course, if the competitor has only one variety then no such pattern can arise. 

More generally, the frequency and size of these price changes depend on the number of varieties of the 

3 That frms offer different product and price combinations to different consumers based on consumers’ purchase histories
has been documented in the literature; see the reviews by Fudenberg and Villas-Boas (2007, 2012). 
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best competitor and their informativeness.4 

In terms of effciency, in the duopoly context, we show that two restricted effciency properties hold. 

These properties help make clear when effciency occurs and when it does not, the particular type of 

ineffciency that prevails. The frst property, match effciency, is that the variety offered by each frm—that 

is, the variety that each frm would induce the consumer to purchase if it was the selling frm—maximizes 

the sum of the value of the match between that frm and the consumer. The second property, conditional 

effciency, is that the equilibrium solves a restricted planning problem, in which the planner can choose 

which frm produces but is restricted to choosing one of the two varieties preferred by each frm. Hence, 

ineffciencies can arise only if the match–effcient choices of varieties by frms do not coincide with those 

of the planner. 

We rely on these results to clarify existing effciency results in the literature and examine the extent to 

which they can be extended. First, we note that if each frm sells a single variety, as in BV, then conditional 

effciency implies effciency and we obtain the BV’s result. Second, we show that if all varieties within a 

brand have the same informativeness, then the frms offer the same varieties as the planner would, so that 

conditional effciency again implies effciency. This latter result shows how the BV’s effciency result can 

be extended to the case of many varieties. In this latter case, when the informativeness of varieties differs 

across brands, (noncompetitive) dynamic pricing is necessary to support the effcient outcome. 

These effciency results, however, are sensitive to the information content of the varieties of a given 

brand. Indeed, when a frm’s varieties are differentially informative, the equilibrium may induce frms to 

either underprovide or overprovide information. The reason why in equilibrium information can be un-

derprovided is straightforward: since information is valued by all frms but is produced only by the selling 

frm, a standard free–rider problem arises. Interestingly, in equilibrium information may also be overpro-

vided. For instance, a frm may strategically induce a consumer to purchase a more informative variety to 

protect its selling position (and profts) relative to an effcient outcome in which a less informative variety 

is selected. This outcome occurs when the experience of a less informative variety is likely to induce a 

consumer to switch to the product of a competitor. 

We also analyze effciency in the oligopoly context (in Appendix C). Here, we fnd that match eff-

ciency still holds but conditional effciency may fail. In particular, we construct an example in which three 

frms produce one variety each and equilibrium is ineffcient. Intuitively, in equilibrium the three frms 

4For instance, Oh and Lucas Jr (2006) provide evidence that prices in online markets for computer components and pe-
ripherals do not always monotonically decline or increase over time but rather exhibit rich patterns of increases and decreases.
In general, signifcant temporal price variation has been empirically detected for several product categories and attributed to
consumers learning about their tastes for a brand (see the references in Villas-Boas and Villas-Boas (2008) among others). 
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can be ranked according to the (expected present discounted value of) utility that their offers entail for the 

consumer. Although at any node the third–best frm can express its desire to be the winning frm through 

its price offer, the third–best frm has no means of expressing its preferences over the remaining frms. The 

crux of this example is that at the ineffcient equilibrium, the third–best frm could proftably compensate 

the best frm for the cost of losing to the second–best frm, but has no way to do so in equilibrium. The 

third–best frm has an incentive to do so when selling by the second–best frms makes it more likely for 

the third–best frm to become the selling frm in the future. 

Finally, we show that if competition is made suffciently intense, effciency is restored. An exam-

ple of how new internet technologies lead to more intense competition is given by Athey and Mobius 

(2012), who argue that web browsers, search engines, aggregators, and social network enable consumers 

to virtually costlessly move between frms and, hence, dramatically increase consumer switching and thus 

competition between frms. One natural way to intensify competition is to allow for the free adoption of 

each technology so that all frms face at least one competitor with an identical technology. Another way is 

to allow each frm to sell a possibly unique collection of varieties but to let each variety be produced by at 

least two frms in the market. We can interpret this second scenario as corresponding to retail stores that 

offer unique portfolios of various branded consumer products. In both scenarios, effciency is restored 

and pricing is static. In the second scenario, effciency occurs despite the heterogeneity of frms in the 

market. Hence, competition among identical frms is not necessary for effciency. Moreover, we show that 

competitive pricing is not suffcient for effciency. Lastly, we argue that in a precise sense, these scenarios 

entail the minimal intensity of competition among frms for equilibrium to be effcient. If either type of 

competition fails, by only one frm or one variety, equilibrium is typically ineffcient. 

We consider an application of our model to the market for smartphones and tablets. To this purpose, we 

have collected data on all new–in–box sales of these products by Apple and Samsung from posted–price 

transactions on eBay over the period between 2014 and 2017 for several hundred thousand buyers. This 

data allows us to track individuals’ purchase histories on this platform over time and, for a subset of the 

data, consumers’ ratings of the products purchased. Based on these data, we recover consumer preference 

parameters and the distribution of utility signals that consumers face upon experiencing these products. 

We then use the estimates of these parameters, together with known estimates of the cost structures and 

manufacturer prices of Apple and Samsung, to compare consumer surplus, producer surplus (variable 

profts), and total welfare under the current no–discrimination (uniform pricing) regime and under a coun-

terfactual scenario in which frms are allowed to engage in the forms of price discrimination characterized 
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here. We fnd that a signifcant fraction of consumers beneft from the introduction of price discrimination. 

Specifcally, consumers who beneft are those with relatively similar beliefs about their tastes for Apple’s 

products or Samsung’s products, whereas consumers who are harmed are those who have a high taste for 

the products of only one frm. This latter group is more “captive” and, correspondingly, frms’ profts from 

these consumers are higher under discriminatory pricing than under uniform pricing. 

Related Literature. Our model is a direct extension of the classic model by BV on pricing and eff-

ciency with experience goods. As noted, we follow BV in assuming that frms price discriminate across 

consumers by charging prices that depend not only on a consumer’s past purchases but also on the con-

sumer’s experiences with purchased products. Thus, frms and consumer have the same information. BV 

focus on a duopoly setting in which each frm produces only one variety. Their key results are that equi-

librium is effcient and the prices of purchased varieties are static, namely, that the equilibrium pricing 

rule coincides with the familiar one from static Bertrand games. The winning frm sells at a price equal to 

the difference in current expected utility from its product and from that of its competitor. 

Our model extends BV in several relevant directions. First, in the duopoly context, we allow each frm 

to produce many varieties of a brand and each variety to convey information about the other varieties of a 

brand. Second, we also analyze an oligopoly context. In both contexts, we highlight how results differ in 

two cases: when a consumer’s tastes are uncorrelated across brands and when tastes are correlated across 

brands. Below we discuss the relation of our work to Bergemann and Välimäki (2006a), henceforth BV2, 

who consider a deterministic economy with time–varying payoffs meant to capture habit formation or 

learning–by–doing. 

We focus on an economy with experience goods in which frms compete for consumers. For studies 

of the optimal pricing of experience goods in a monopoly context, see Bergemann and V¨ aki (2006b) alim¨

and Bonatti (2011). Bergemann and Välimäki (2006b) fnd that, depending on market characteristics, one 

of two types of pricing paths are optimal: either prices are declining over time or increasing over time. 

Bonatti (2011) analyzes optimal menu pricing when consumers have partly private and partly common 

valuations. He shows that optimal pricing is monotone: the monopolist initially charges low prices, sacri-

fcing short–term revenues to increase sales, and subsequently, as more information is revealed, increases 

its prices. Our model of competition between frms produces richer patterns. 

In our paper, we assume that the matches between frms and consumers are idiosyncratic, so that 

observing the experience of another consumer has no information value. Bergemann and Välimäki (2000) 

consider an environment in which different consumers’ preferences for frms have a common component. 
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In such an environment, the information externalities that arise across consumers lead to an ineffciency 

of a type very different from the one we consider here. Briefy, individual consumers does not internalize 

the informational benefts that their actions have on other consumers. 

Eeckhout and Weng (2015) also consider a model of strategic pricing in which consumers’ preferences 

have a common component. They extend Bergemann and V¨ aki (2000) by showing that the Markov alim¨

perfect equilibrium with cautious strategies is effcient if and only if the signal–to–noise ratios of the 

products of the two frms whereas if the ratios are different, there will be excessive experimentation. 

More generally, they provide a novel condition on dynamic payoffs that must be satisfed whenever the 

common value experimentation problem has a continuous increment component as it does with Brownian 

motion. 

Our paper is also related to the literature on strategic experimentation in many–player common–value 

extensions of a standard experimentation problem, the two–armed bandit problem. Bolton and Harris 

(1999) show that in these settings, when players can learn from the experiments of others, an information 

externality arises that leads to an ineffciently low amount of information being acquired in equilibrium. 

Further work by Keller et al. (2005), Keller and Rady (2010), and Klein and Rady (2011) shows how dif-

ferent versions of this environment and different strategies can lead to outcomes in which this ineffciency 

is ameliorated. The fundamental difference between our model and those in this literature is that in our 

model, frms endogenously choose prices for varieties and consumers optimally purchase varieties that 

yield the highest utility, taking into consideration both the price and the information value of each variety. 

As we show, these forces can sometimes completely restore effciency. Moreover, when they do not, these 

forces may lead to overprovision of information in equilibrium rather than just underprovision. 

In our model, a frm can produce a variety of goods all of which are informationally related. Hence, 

information learned about the match with a frm is portable to some extent to other varieties of products. 

Moreover, as consumers and frms learn about their matches, frms’ optimal strategies push consumers 

towards different varieties based on the information about their tastes learned through experience. In 

interesting related work, Mitchell (2000) analyzes the dynamics of frm size and scope in a setting in 

which frms perform a number of informationally related tasks and knowledge in one task is partially 

portable to the operation of other tasks. Moreover, a frm chooses which tasks to undertake at a point in 

time, learns from that experience, and then chooses a new set of tasks to operate the following period. The 

information relation across the tasks to produce products in a frm in Mitchell’s model has parallels with 

the information content of varieties that frms produce in our model. 
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Here, we have abstracted from consumers’ private information about their tastes and frms’ private 

signals about their demand. For a model of behavior–based price discrimination in which consumers have 

private information about their tastes, see Calzolari and Pavan (2006). The issues addressed in their work, 

such as whether committing to ignore a consumer’s record of past purchases is benefcial for a frm, are 

complementary to those analyzed here. 

Other papers allow frms to have private information about consumer demand. For example, Hellwig 

and Veldkamp (2009) connect these results to the complementarity of the actions of frms. Their general 

setup implies that information sharing is optimal for Bertrand competitors whose prices are strategic com-

plements. Angeletos and Pavan (2007) analyze equilibrium and effciency in a class of large economies 

with externalities and heterogeneous information across agents. They show that in a Bertrand context, 

frms are better off when the precision of both public and private information increases. They interpret 

their result as implying that information sharing is optimal under Bertrand competition. 

Finally, in this work, including our own, the initial distribution of types is taken as fxed. For recent 

work that endogenizes the entry of different types in a market, see Atkeson et al. (2014). 

1 Background on Pricing Based on Big Data 

The technological assumptions we make in the paper on frms’ abilities to personalize prices and on 

their information about consumers are those of a world we are moving towards rather than of a world 

that currently exists. Here we briefy argue how even now, given the potential for increases in profts, 

some frms are starting to make progress in adopting such technologies and using sophisticated pricing 

strategies. We discuss evidence in three areas: the ability of frms to personalize prices, the ability of frms 

to acquire information about their own consumers’ tastes, and the ability of frms to acquire information 

about their own consumers’ tastes for their competitors’ products. 

Technological Ability to Personalize Prices. Various technologies exist today that allow frms to iden-

tify and track individual customers and, in so doing, offer them personalized prices. For example, the 

online data provider Lexis–Nexis sells to virtually every user at a different price (Shapiro and Varian 

(1999)). Choudhary et al. (2005) explain how Amazon experimented with offering different prices to dif-

ferent consumers on its popular DVD titles (Morneau (2000)). Although this experiment was short–lived 

due to a consumer backlash, Amazon has since found alternative innovative ways of implementing per-

sonalized pricing, through the use of the “Gold Box.” Each consumer is provided access to a prominently 
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displayed Gold Box with their name (e.g., John Doe’s Gold Box) on web pages at Amazon. Opening the 

Gold Box provides access to a limited number of products with special discounts that are not available 

outside the Gold Box. Since the items offered in the Gold Box are different for different consumers, this 

allows Amazon to charge personalized prices. This is an example of the continuing evolution of per-

sonalized pricing and an indication of the likely use of such pricing by other online retailers. Chen and 

Iyer (2002) already mention several other examples of personalized pricing, including by major providers 

of long–distance telephone service (such as AT&T, MCI, and Sprint), direct marketing companies like 

Land’s End and L. L. Bean, who have individual specifc catalog prices, and fnancial services and banks, 

who engage in personalized pricing through personalized discounts on card fees. (Zhang (2003) mentions 

Wells Fargo and MBNA.) 

More recently, the retail grocery store chain Stop & Shop introduced a mobile application, run by 

the personalized digital media company Catalina, that allows shoppers to scan products. When they do, 

Catalina identifes them through their frequent shopper number or phone number, and locates where in the 

store consumers are. Special e–coupons are then created on the spot to induce consumers to buy related 

products for which consumers may have a similar taste. “If someone is in the baby aisle and they just 

purchased diapers,” said Todd Morris, president of Catalina, “we might present to them at that point a 

baby formula or baby food that might be based on the age of their baby and what food the baby might be 

ready for.” (NYT August 10, 2012, “Shopper Alert: Price May Drop for You Alone.”) 

Technological Ability to Acquire Information About Consumers’ Tastes for Own Products. The 

ability of frms to acquire information about consumers’ tastes is rapidly advancing. Almost every major 

retailer, from grocery chains to investment banks to the U.S. Postal Service, now has a “predictive ana-

lytics” department devoted to understanding not just consumers’ shopping habits but also their personal 

habits. (NYT Magazine February 19, 2012, “How Companies Learn Your Secrets”). A prime example 

is Target, which has collected vast amounts of data on every person who regularly walks into one of its 

stores. Once a consumer is assigned a Guest ID, a very rich set of individual–specifc characteristics is 

linked to it. More importantly, through a combination of in–house collection and purchasing from outside 

digital media vendors, Target routinely obtains data on the brands a consumer prefers, say, of coffee, paper 

towels, cereal or applesauce. 

The ability for frms to track individuals’ web–browsing and purchasing behavior, to the detail of every 

web page visited and purchase made over a one to two year period, has originated with the widespread 

use of “traveling cookies” based on consumers’ logins at popular sites, for example, airline sites or Face-
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book. Once a customer logs in, the cookie follows the customer wherever he or she surfaces on the web. 

BlueKai, a startup well–known for collecting and sorting data about consumers, is one of the best known 

companies providing the software that enables web sites to track their users so as to assign them to specifc 

market segments. BlueKai’s customers—which have included travel sites, like Kayak and Expedia, that 

personalize advertising to individual consumers—track more than 80 percent of the U.S. online popula-

tion and have created hundreds of millions individual profles based on what consumers browse and buy 

online. 

Technological Ability to Acquire Information About Consumers’ Tastes for Competitors’ Product. 

The ability to assess consumers’ preferences for the products of competitors is beginning to grow. For 

instance, the Executive Offce of the President’s 2015 report “Big Data and Differential Pricing ” recog-

nizes two trends associated with the ever increasing use of big data for targeted marketing and personalized 

pricing. One trend is related to the application of big data to develop secondary markets in consumer in-

formation for personalized ads. The other trend is the widespread adoption of new information technology 

platforms, of which the internet and smartphones are the most important, which have made possible to 

track users’ location via mapping software, their browser and search history, whom and what they like on 

social networks like Facebook, the songs and videos they stream, their retail purchase history as well as 

the contents of their online reviews and blog posts. From these data, it is becoming increasingly easy for 

frms to gather information about a consumer’s experiences not just with their own brands and products 

but also with the brands and products of their competitors. 

2 A Duopoly Model 

We consider here a duopoly model for consistency with our empirical application. See the Appendix 

for the multi-product multi-frm case and the case in which consumers’ tastes for frms’ products are 

correlated rather than independent across frms. Specifcally, we consider a market in which each of two 

frms has a vector of products, which we interpret as different varieties of the same brand. These frms 

compete in each period of an infnite or a fnite horizon for a consumer who has unknown tastes for the 

two brands. The model is designed to capture the interaction between dynamic Bertrand competition in 

prices and varieties among frms and the learning process generated by a consumer’s experience with the 

underlying products. In particular, both frms and the consumer evaluate products based not only on their 

current payoff—proft for the frms and utility for the consumer—but also on their information content. 
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Here, the state of the world corresponds to the unknown taste of the consumer for the two brands, 

which summarizes the quality of the match between the consumer’s preferences and the attributes of the 

two frms’ products. We assume that the quality of the match of the consumer’s preferences with each 

brand is independent across brands, and we later discuss generalizations. As the consumer experiences 

the products of the two frms, both the consumer and the frms symmetrically learn about the consumer’s 

tastes. Thus, the consumer is learning about her taste for the two brands at the same time as the two 

frms are learning about the consumer’s tastes.5 As discussed in the introduction, we think of this model 

as capturing personalized pricing based on purchase history in a simple way. The idea of personalized 

pricing is that, given the newly available information–gathering technologies, frms can intertemporally 

price discriminate across consumers by keeping track of the history of a consumer’s purchases as well as 

the history of the consumer’s experiences with products, for instance, through consumer reports or direct 

feedback after purchase. Thus, a frm can charge prices tailored to each individual consumer. 

Our analysis immediately extends to allowing for many consumers with idiosyncratic matches with 

brands as long as frms can price discriminate across consumers. In particular, since the attributes of a 

frm’s products are known, but the quality of the idiosyncratic match between a consumer’s taste and the 

frm’s products is unknown, there are no externalities across consumers. 

We establish three results. The frst is match effciency, namely, that the variety that each frm f 

desires to induce a consumer to buy, the offered variety, maximizes the sum of the values of the frm’s 

profts and the consumer’s utility. The second is conditional effciency, namely, that conditional on the 

varieties offered by frms, the equilibrium is effcient. The third is dynamic pricing, namely, that the price 

of a purchased variety not only refects the quality difference between the purchased variety and the next– 

best (or second–most–preferred by the consumer) variety, as in a standard static Bertrand model of price 

competition, but also compensates the consumer for the lost opportunity to learn about her taste for the 

unpurchased brand. 

2.1 Setup 

We consider a market in which consumers and two frms f ∈ {A, B} interact over a fnite or infnite 

horizon with periods t = 1, 2, . . . , T with T possibly infnite. Firms and consumers discount the future 

by the factor δ ∈ (0, 1) and normalize the period payoffs of the frms and the consumer by 1 − δ. Each 

consumer can have two levels of taste for the products of each frm f , labeled by θf ∈ {θ̄f , θf } and 

5Symmetric observability is commonly assumed in the literature (see BV among many others). We interpret this assumption
as an extreme that is becoming increasing relevant as we enter of world with richer and richer data. 
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referred to as a good match and a bad match for the brand of frm f , respectively. Thus, the unknown 

state of the world is the quality of the matches of the consumer with the two brands, θ = (θA, θB). We 

imagine that there is an arbitrary number of consumers but that each consumer independently draws an 

idiosyncratic taste for each frms’ products. Given that frms can charge each consumer a personalized 

price, the game with two frms and many consumers decomposes into separate games with two frms and 

a single consumer in each. For ease of notation only, we focus on one of these component games with two 

frms and a single consumer throughout. 

Firms differ in their products. Firm f has Kf varieties, indexed by k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Kf }. Each variety 

k of frm f leads to high and low realized levels of utilities in any period t ≥ 1, Xfkt ∈ {XfHk, XfLk} 

with XfHk, XfLk > 0, referred to as success and failure, and is characterized by probabilities of success 

given the quality of the match. Let αfk denote the probability the consumer receives a high utility given 

that the match with the brand of frm f is good, and let βfk denote the probability the consumer receives 

a high utility given that the match with the brand of frm f is bad. We let πt = (πAt, πBt), t ≥ 1, with 

πAt, πBt ∈ [0, 1], denote the beginning–of–period prior or belief vector that the match of the consumer 

and frms A and B is good. We imagine that all goods are produced at a constant marginal cost which for 

simplicity we have set to zero. 

Let a consumer’s current period expected gross utility from purchasing variety k of frm f = A, B at 

prior πt be given by 

xf (πft, k) ≡ πftXfk(θ̄f , k) + (1 − πft)Xfk(θf , k), (1) 

where Xfk(θ̄f , k) = αfkXfHk + (1 − αfk)XfLk and Xfk(θf , k) = βfkXfHk + (1 − βfk)XfLk denote, 

respectively, a consumer’s current period expected gross utility conditional on the match with frm f being 

good or bad. A consumer’s current period expected utility from purchasing variety k of frm f at t at price 

p is 

uf (πft, k, p) = xf (πft, k) − p. (2) 

Throughout we refer to xf (πft, k) as gross utility and uf (πft, k, p) as utility. Note that if utility is linear 

in the quality of output, then we can also interpret XfHk and XfLk as the realized qualities of output. We 

assume that in its dealings with a given consumer, the payoff to a frm is zero if it does not trade with the 

consumer and the payoff to the consumer is zero if the consumer does not trade with a frm. 

In the game we set up, we suppose that in each period, a frm offers a certain variety and a price for 

that variety. This setup is equivalent to one in which, instead, we allow each frm to offer a vector of prices 

for all of its varieties. Intuitively, each frm can always induce the consumer to select a desired variety by 
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simply charging high enough prices for the remaining varieties. 

The timing of events in a period is as follows. At the beginning of any period t ≥ 1, frms A and B 

simultaneously make take–it-or–leave–it offers, where an offer (kft, pft) of frm f = A, B consists of a 

variety kft and a price pft. The consumer can accept the offer of frm A, an event denoted by dAt = 1, 

or accept the offer of frm B, an event denoted by dBt = 1, or reject both offers, an event denoted by 

dAt = dBt = 0. Hence, (dAt, dBt) ∈ D = {(1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)}. If the consumer accepts frm f ’s offer, 

then the consumer trades with that frm, the offered price is paid, and the utility from the traded variety is 

realized. If the consumer rejects both frms’ offers in a period, then each frm and the consumer receive a 

payoff of zero in the current period and meet again in the following period. The events in a given period 

t in chronological order are et = (kAt, pAt, kBt, pBt; dAt, dBt; zt), where zt = H denotes a success of 

the variety the consumer purchases at t and zt = L denotes a failure. The history of events up until the 

beginning of period t is ht = (e1, e2, . . . , et−1). 

Let πt = (πAt, πBt) denote the prior at the beginning of period t associated with the history ht and the 

initial prior π1. Here, the parameters of Bayes’ rule depend on the selling frm as well as on the traded 

product variety. So, if πAt is the prior that the quality of the match with frm A is good at the beginning 

of period t and the consumer purchases variety k from frm A, then when the outcome is zt = H , the 

updated prior πt+1 at the beginning of period t + 1 is πt+1 = ΠAHk(πt) = (ΠAHk(πAt), πBt), where 

πAtαAk 
ΠAHk(πAt) = . (3) 

πAtαAk + (1 − πAt)βAk 

When the outcome is zt = L, however, the updated prior πt+1 = ΠALk(πt) = (ΠALk(πAt), πBt) at the 

beginning of period t is 

πAt(1 − αAk) 
ΠALk(πAt) = . (4) 

πAt(1 − αAk) + (1 − πAt)(1 − βAk) 

The functions ΠBHk(πt) and ΠBLk(πt) are defned analogously. 

We restrict attention to Markov–perfect equilibria in which the state variable at the beginning of pe-

riod t is πt. This is the state faced by frms. The state faced by the consumer when choosing which 

offer to accept is πt together with the current set of offers (kAt, pAt, kBt, pBt). A Markov–perfect equi-

librium consists of a strategy for the consumer dA(πt, kAt, pAt, kBt, pBt) and dB (πt, kAt, pAt, kBt, pBt), 

strategies kf (πt) and pf (πt) for frm f = A, B, and updating rules ΠfHk(πt) and ΠfLk(πt) for all f and 

k ∈ Kf such that: i) given the frms’ strategies, the consumer’s strategy satisfes the Bellman equation 
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U(πt, kA, pA, kB , pB) given by 

nX o 
max df [(1 − δ)uf (πft, kf (πt), pf (πt)) + δEU(π0 |πt, kf (πt))] + (1 − dA)(1 − dB)δU(πt) , 

(dA,dB )∈D f t

(5) 

where, suppressing the dependence of continuation values on the frms’ future offers for simplicity, 

EU(π0 |πt, kf (πt)) = rk(πt)U(ΠfHk(πt)) + [1 − rk(πt)]U(ΠfLk(πt)), with k = kf (πt), is the con-t

sumer’s continuation value, given the current prior πt and the chosen variety kf (πt) of frm f , and 

rk(πt) = αfkπft + βfk(1 − πft) is the probability of a high utility realization when the consumer chooses 

variety k = kf (πt) of frm f ; ii) given the strategies of both frm B and the consumer, frm A’s strategy 

satisfes the Bellman equation 

� � 
V A(πt) = max {dA (1 − δ)pA + δEV A(πt

0 |πt, kA) (6) 
(kA,pA)∈FA

+dBδEV A(π0 |πt, kB (πt)) + (1 − dA)(1 − dB )δEV A(πt)}, t

where EV A(πt
0 |πt, kA) = rk(πt)V A(ΠAHk(πt)) + [1 − rk(πt)]V A(ΠALk(πt)) with k = kA, for each frm 

f = A, B we have df = df (πt, kA, pA, kB(πt), pB(πt)), and FA is the Cartesian product of KA and [p, p̄], 

with p and p ̄appropriately chosen constants; iii) frm B’s strategy solves the Bellman equation analogous 

to (6); and iv) the updating rules satisfy Bayes’ rule (3) and (4).6 

To interpret (5), note that at prior πt, given the offers (kA(πt), pA(πt)) and (kB(πt), pB (πt)), the con-

sumer can choose to accept frm A’s offer by setting (dA, dB) = (1, 0), or accept frm B’s offer by setting 

(dA, dB ) = (0, 1), or accept neither offer by setting (dA, dB) = (0, 0). 

To interpret (6), note that taking as given the consumer’s acceptance strategy, (dA(πt, ·), dB (πt, ·)), 

and frm B’s offer, (kB(πt), pB(πt)), at prior πt frm A makes an offer, (kA, pA), realizing, of course, 

that if its offer is not suffciently attractive relative to both frm B’s offer and the option of no trade, the 

consumer will not accept it. If the consumer accepts frm A’s offer, then the frm receives pA from the 

consumer, the consumer’s utility is uf (πAt, kA(πt), pA(πt)), and the frm anticipates that next period the 

prior will be updated according to (3) and (4) with k = kA. Note also that frm A thinks through the option 

of purposely making the consumer an offer that will be turned down in order to induce the consumer to 

choose the competing frm’s variety, kB(πt), and, thus, have the prior updated according to the information 

content of variety kB (πt) rather than variety kA. For simplicity, from now on we suppress the subscript t 

6In the fnite horizon case, all of the strategies, payoffs, and values are indexed by t. We have suppressed this subscript 
solely for simplicity. 
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whenever it is unambiguous. 

Given our defnition of equilibrium, there is a multiplicity of uninteresting Markov–perfect equilibria. 

This multiplicity is analogous to the one that arises in a static Bertrand game when frms A and B have 

different costs, say, cA < cB. The equilibrium typically considered is pA = pB = cB . But having 

both frms charge some lower price p with cA ≤ p < cB is also an equilibrium as long as the consumer 

chooses the low–cost producer, frm A, with probability one. In this case, frm B can optimally price 

below marginal cost anticipating that it will never be called on to sell at that proft–losing price. We 

follow BV and focus attention on equilibria in which frm B chooses a price at which it would be willing 

to sell, should frm B be chosen by the consumer against all (equilibrium) expectations. To this end, we 

impose a restriction on equilibria, in the spirit of trembling–hand perfection, that generalizes the cautious 

equilibrium restriction that BV use.7 

Formally, we require that when a given frm, say, frm A, sells to the consumer at prior π, the nonselling 

frm, frm B, makes an offer that maximizes the utility of the consumer from purchasing from B, subject to 

the constraint that frm B makes profts at least as large as it does on the equilibrium path. More formally, 

an (extended) cautious equilibrium is defned by the requirement that at π, frm B’s offer (kB(π), pB(π)) 

solves the problem 

max {(1 − δ)uf (πB, kB, pB ) + δEU(π0|π, kB)} (7) 
(kB ,pB )∈FB 

s.t. (1 − δ)pB + δEV B (π0|π, kB ) ≥ δEV B (π0|π, kA(π)). (8) 

Of course, at the solution to this problem, the constraint (8) will bind with equality so that the losing frm’s 

equilibrium profts will equal those it would make if the consumer accepted its offer. The point of making 

the variety of frm B solve a maximization problem off the equilibrium path is to pin down its variety 

choice to be a reasonable one. 

¯Note for later that if we let U denote the maximized value of utility in (7), we can use duality to rewrite 

the problem as 

max {(1 − δ)pB + δEV B(π0|π, kB )} (9) 
(kB ,pB )∈FB 

¯s.t. (1 − δ)uf (πB, kB , pB ) + δEU(π0|π, kB) ≥ U. (10) 

We refer to problem (9)–(10) as the dual form of the cautious restriction. 

7Note that BV consider a model in which each frm sells a single good and its only decision is the price to charge. Their
cautious equilibrium restriction requires that the nonselling frm choose a price so that it is indifferent between selling the good
and not selling it. Here, frms also choose which product variety to offer. Our extension requires that the choice of product 
variety satisfy an optimality condition. 
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In the following, all omitted proofs and derivation are relegated to the Appendix. 

2.2 Analysis of Equilibrium 

Here we characterize the equilibrium beginning with some simple preliminary features. We then turn to 

the effciency and pricing properties of equilibrium, and fnally we present some examples. 

2.2.1 Preliminaries 

In the analysis that follows, we repeatedly use a martingale property, that is, 

E[xf (π
0 , kf )|π, k] = xf (πf , kf ), (11) f 

for any kf ∈ Kf , f = A, B, and k ∈ KA ∪ KB. Note that (11) holds because xf is linear in πf and the 

mean of the posterior is the prior. This property simply states that the expected value of gross utility from 

any variety kf of frm f is unchanged after the prior is updated based on the consumer’s experience with 

either that particular variety k = kf or with any other variety k 6= kf of frm f or f 0 6= f . (Observe that 

this property holds trivially when k ∈ Kf 0 , f 0 6= f , and the consumer’s taste is independent across frms, 

since in this case π0 after the consumer’s experience with a variety of frm f 0.) f = πf 

We now discuss four properties of equilibrium. First, since the consumer can decline both frms’ 

offers and each frm can guarantee that it does not trade, the payoffs of the consumer and the frms are 

nonnegative. Second, as we show in the Appendix, the consumer trades with a frm at any prior. So all 

equilibrium states belong to one of two disjoint subsets, which we denote by EA and EB, that partition the 

set of priors: when π ∈ EA, the consumer accepts the offer of frm A, and when π ∈ EB , the consumer 

accepts the offer of frm B. 

Third, note that at π ∈ EA, the problem of frm A can be rewritten as 

� 
max (1 − δ)pA + δEV A(π0|π, kA) (12) 

(kA,pA)∈FA 

s.t. (1 − δ)uf (πA, kA, pA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) ≥ (1 − δ)uf (πB , kB (π), pB (π)) + δEU(π0|π, kB(π)), (13) 

which requires that the expected present discounted value of the consumer’s utility, conditional on the 

consumer accepting frm A’s offer at π, is at least as high as the expected present discounted value of 

the consumer’s utility, conditional on the consumer accepting frm B’s offer at π. Conditions (12) and 
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(13) imply that frm A designs its offer so as to obtain the highest expected present discounted value of 

profts, subject to the constraint that the consumer weakly prefers its offer to frm B’s offer. Clearly, in 

equilibrium 

(1 − δ)uf (πA, kA, pA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) = (1 − δ)uf (πB , kB (π), pB(π)) + δEU(π0|π, kB(π)), (14) 

so that constraint (13) holds with equality. Otherwise, frm A could raise its price, still attract the con-

sumer, and increase its profts. Thus, the consumer must be indifferent between the two frms’ offers. 

Fourth, by the dual form of the cautious equilibrium restriction in (9) and (10), at a prior π ∈ EB at 

which the consumer accepts frm B’s offer, the problem of frm A is identical to (12) and (13) with Ū , 

appropriately defned, replacing the right side of (13). 

2.2.2 Effciency Properties 

We now turn to analyzing the effciency properties of equilibrium. We frst defne our notion of effciency. 

We then prove two restricted effciency properties of equilibrium. The frst property is the match effciency 

of the variety choices of frms, namely, that the variety that each frm offers maximizes the sum of the 

(expected present discounted) values of the consumer’s utility and that frm’s profts. The second property 

is the conditional effciency of the selling frm, namely, that given the varieties offered by each frm, the 

one that leads to a higher value of gross utility for the consumer is chosen. We show how these results 

extend existing effciency results in the literature and help understand the circumstances, identifed later, 

when equilibrium is ineffcient. 

As for effciency, consider a planner that in each period can choose both which frm produces and 

which variety that frm produces. Such a planner solves the following problem: 

� � 

W (π) = max max {(1 − δ)xf (πf , kf ) + δEW (π0|π, kf (π))} . (15) 
f kf ∈Kf 

We say that an allocation (f(π), kf (π)), where f = f(π) denotes the identity of the producing frm, is 

effcient if it attains the value W (π) in (15).8 Next, we defne the match value W f (π) = V f (π) + U(π) 

8We can think of this economy as corresponding to the general equilibrium of an economy with a continuum of ex–ante
identical consumers, each of whom has an idiosyncratic match value with each frm. In this economy, the consumers own the
frms and there is a numeraire good produced by a technology such that an investment of one unit of profts yields one unit
of the numeraire good to the consumer. The consumer values the numeraire good in an additively separable way from the 
experience goods. Then, the consumer’s total utility is the sum of U(π), which is the value of the consumer’s utility from the 
consumption of the experience goods, and of the sum of the values of frms’ profts, which are used to purchase the numeraire 
good. The value of total utility equals W (π). Thus, we can think of the planner as equivalently maximizing the total utility of 
the representative consumer. 
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of frm f and the consumer to be the sum of the values of the profts of frm f and the consumer’s utility. 

Our frst result is that the variety offered by a frm maximizes the match value between that frm and 

the consumer, and that this match value solves the following programming problem: 

W A(π) = max{ max {(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)}, (16) 
kA∈KA

(1 − δ)[xB (πB , kB (π)) − p (π)] + δEW A(π0|π, kB(π))}, (17) B 

where (kB (π), pB (π)) is the equilibrium strategy of frm B. Note that W A(π) is the maximum of two 

values: the frst value (of the inner maximization problem) is the sum of the values of frm A’s profts and 

the consumer’s utility when frm A sells at prior π and the prior is updated using the variety choice of 

frm A; the second value is this same value when frm B sells at prior π and the prior is updated using the 

variety choice of frm B. 

Proposition 1. (Match Effciency under Duopoly) For an arbitrary frm, say, frm A, the variety kA(π) 

offered by that frm, both when it sells and when it does not sell, maximizes the match value W A(π). 

Moreover, the match value W A(π) solves (16). 

This match effciency result combines in a simple way the properties of the best responses of the 

consumer and a frm. Notice that the strategy of frm B enters the match effciency problem of A and vice 

versa. Yet, when there are only two frms, the match effciency problem of each frm can be reduced to 

a simpler problem, which we term the autarky problem, in which the strategy of the other frm does not 

enter. The autarky problem of, say, frm A is a restricted planning problem in which the frm maximizes 

the value of gross utility of the consumer but is restricted to choosing one of its own varieties, that is, 

Ŵ A(πA) = max {(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δE W ˆ
A 
(π0 |πA, kA)}, (18) A

kA∈KA

EW ˆ
A 
(π0 |πA, kA) = rkA (πA) W ˆ A(ΠAHk(πA)|πA, kA) + [1 − rkA (πA)] W ˆ A(ΠALk(πA)|πA, kA). A

We refer to W ˆ A(πA) and k̂A(πA) as the autarky value of output and the autarky variety choice of frm A. 

We use similar notation for the autarky problem of frm B. 9 

Corollary 1. (Autarky Result) The match value W f (π) equals the autarky value of frm f , W ˆ f (πf ), and 

the product variety offered by frm f coincides with the autarky choice k̂f (πf ), f ∈ {A, B}. 
9In a continuous time labor market framework, Felli and Harris (1996, 2006) show that the value function of the pairwise–

team between a frm and a worker coincides with the autarky value of that frm. 
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Clearly, when a frm is the selling frm it maximizes the value of utility of the consumer over its prod-

ucts. The key step is showing this also holds when the frm is not the selling frm. The step exploits the 

double indifference property of the the equilibrium: Bertrand competition implies that the consumer is 

indifferent between purchasing from the selling frm and the nonselling frm whereas the cautious equi-

librium implies that the nonselling frm is indifferent equilibrium between selling and not. Putting these 

pieces together gives the result. 

We now turn to establishing a second effciency property of equilibrium. To this end, consider the 

conditional planning problem in which the planner can choose which frm produces but is restricted to 

choosing one of the two varieties, k̂A(πA) or k̂B (πB ), that the two frms offer in equilibrium. We let the 

value of this problem be W ∗(π), where 

n o 
ˆW ∗ (π) = max (1 − δ)xf (πf , kf (πf )) + δEW ∗ (π0|π, k̂f (πf )) . (19) 

f 

Proposition 2. (Conditional Effciency) The value of gross utility in equilibrium equals W ∗(π). 

Here, we develop two immediate implications of our effciency results. The frst is that if each frm 

has only one variety, then the equilibrium is effcient. The second is that if all varieties of each frm are 

equally informative, then the equilibrium is effcient. 

Corollary 2. (BV’s Effciency) If each frm has only one variety, then the equilibrium allocation is effcient. 

The proof is immediate, since in this case conditional effciency implies effciency. Note that Corollary 

1 is simply a restatement of the main result in BV, namely, their Theorem 1. This corollary covers both 

the fnite and the infnite horizon cases. 

Next, consider the case in which all varieties of a given frm have the same informativeness, in that 

there exist (αA, βA) and (αB , βB) such that 

αfk = αf and βfk = βf for f = A, B and k = 1, . . . , Kf . (20) 

The next corollary extends these effciency results to an environment in which each frm produces multiple 

varieties but all of them are equally informative. 

Corollary 3. (Effciency with Equally Informative Varieties) If all varieties of a given frm are equally 

informative as in (20), then the equilibrium allocation is effcient. 
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2.2.3 Dynamic Pricing and Compensating Price Differentials 

We use the match value W f (π) = V f (π)+ U(π) of frm f = A, B to characterize the equilibrium pricing 

rule in the following proposition. 

Proposition 3. (Dynamic Pricing) The price charged by the selling frm, say, frm A, is 

δ � � 
pA(π) = xA(πA, kA(π)) − xB(πB, kB(π)) + EW B (π0|π, kA(π)) − EW B (π0|π, kB (π)) . (21) 

1 − δ 

To help clarify this pricing formula, note that (21) can be rewritten as 

δ δ 
xA(πA, kA(π)) − pA(π) + EW B (π0|π, kA(π)) = xB(πB, kB(π)) + EW B (π0|π, kB (π)), 

1 − δ 1 − δ 

which simply states that the match value of the non–selling frm is the same both on and off the equilibrium 

path. In particular, the left side is the sum of payoffs to frm B and the consumer when the consumer 

purchases from frm A whereas the right side is the sum of payoffs to frm B and the consumer when 

the consumer purchases from frm B. This result, in turn, follows from the feature of equilibrium that 

the price of the selling frm makes the consumer indifferent between purchasing from the selling frm and 

purchasing from its competitor, and the cautious equilibrium restriction that implies that the nonselling 

frm is indifferent between not selling and selling at the offered price and variety. 

By Proposition 3, the price of the selling frm is the sum of two components. The frst is a static com-

ponent equal to the difference in the gross utility of the consumer from purchasing from the selling frm 

and from the nonselling frm. This component corresponds to the familiar static Bertrand pricing rule. 

The second component is the difference between the nonselling frm’s match value of the information ac-

quired when variety kA(π) is purchased and of the information acquired when variety kB(π) is purchased. 

This term can be interpreted as a compensating price differential that compensates the consumer for the 

foregone opportunity to learn about her taste for the brand of frm B when purchasing from frm A. 

We can link the sign and size of the compensating price differential to the informativeness of the frms’ 

varieties. To see how, note from Corollary 1 that the match value of B is the autarky value W ˆ B(πB) and 

that with independent priors, the variety kA(π), equal to the autarky choice k̂A(πA), is uninformative about 

W (π0 ˆthe varieties of frm B. Hence, E ˆ B|πB , kA(π)) = W B (πB ) and the compensating price differential 

reduces to 

ˆW ˆ B(πB) − EW ˆ B(πB|πB , kB(πB )). (22) 
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Next, note that the autarky value function W ˆ f (πf ) in (18) is convex in πf . (This result is standard and a 

proof can be easily adapted from Banks and Sundaram (1992).) Since belief updating induces a mean– 

preserving spread to the prior and the mean–preserving spread of a convex function increases its value, the 

second term in (22) is larger than the frst term. Hence, this difference is always negative. It is convenient 

to defne variety k to be more informative than variety k0, with k, k0 ∈ KA ∪ KB if at any prior π, 

the posterior distribution under variety k is a mean–preserving spread of the posterior distribution under 

variety k0. Hence, we have established the following result. 

Corollary 4. (Compensating Price Differential) In duopoly, the compensating price differential of the 

selling frm is negative and more negative the more informative is the competitor’s offered variety. 

This corollary implies that in order to compensate the consumer for the lost information about the 

brand of the nonselling frm, the selling frm sets a lower price in this dynamic game than it would have in 

the corresponding static game. Here since priors are independent across frms, buying from one frm, say 

frm A, means giving up information on tastes for frm B’s products. The selling frm must compensate 

the consumer for this foregone information. This result, at some level, shows that the model predicts a 

long–lived version of penetration pricing: as long as consumers tastes are relatively uncertain, frms must 

price below their static prices. (Note, as we show later, that when priors are correlated across frms the 

compensating price differential can be either positive or negative.) 

Under this pricing rule, the model can also generate a pattern of seemingly random, temporary price 

discounts for a given product. To see why, imagine that as the prior evolves, the consumer switches back 

and forth between purchasing from frm A and frm B. In particular, suppose that the consumer buys from 

frm A at prior π, then buys from frm B at prior π0, and then eventually returns to buy from frm A at 

prior π00. Suppose also that frm A offers the same variety throughout. For example, imagine a consumer 

purchases a Gucci belt, then a Versace sweater, then another Gucci belt and interpret Gucci as frm A 

and Versace as frm B. In such a scenario, it is easy to generate a pattern of temporary price discounts. 

Basically, if at prior π00 frm B offers a more informative variety than at prior π, then frm A will fnd it 

optimal to offer a lower price for the same product at π00 than at π. In our example, this means that the 

second Gucci belt will be priced lower than the frst one. 

Based on Proposition 3, we can revisit the result of BV that the pricing rule of the selling frm is static. 

It turns out that this result depends on each frm producing only one variety. 

Corollary 5. (BV’s Static Pricing) If each frm has only one variety, then the pricing rule is static in that 
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the price charged by the selling frm, say, frm A, is 

pA(π) = xA(πA, kA(π)) − xB (πB , kB (π)). (23) 

To prove this result, recall from Corollary 1 that the match value W B(π) reduces to the autarky value 

W ˆ B(πB). In turn, since frms have only one variety, the autarky value of frm B reduces to xB(πB). 

Hence, by the martingale property, 

EW B(π0|π, kA(π)) − EW B(π0|π, kB(π)) = xB(πB) − xB(πB ) = 0. 

An analogous argument holds when frm B is the selling frm. This proves Corollary 5. An obvious 

generalization of this corollary is that even when the winning frm has multiple varieties, the price of the 

winning frm is static whenever the losing frm has only one variety. 

Finally, consider the case in which all varieties of a brand are equally informative. By Corollary 3, the 

equilibrium allocation is effcient. The pricing rule of the selling frm, however, is not static. To see why, 

note that since the match value of each frm is convex in π, the expected valueEW B (π0|π, kB(π)) typically 

differs from EW B(π0|π, kA(π)). So, in general the compensating differential in (21) is nonzero. Note that 

this result, together with Corollary 3, also implies that static pricing is not necessary for effciency. 

2.2.4 Examples of Ineffciency 

So far we have examined situations in which equilibrium is effcient. Here, we show that when frms 

produce multiple varieties of different degrees of informativeness about consumers’ tastes, equilibrium 

may be ineffcient. We begin by providing some intuition on the nature of this ineffciency. Then, we 

cosnider two economies in which equilibrium is ineffcient. In the frst economy, the market underprovides 

information relative to the effcient allocation whereas in the second economy, the market overprovides it. 

An Intuition for Ineffciency. The conditional effciency result of Proposition 2 implies that if frms 

offer the right varieties, namely, those the planner would choose, then the consumer chooses the same 

variety as the planner does. Thus, ineffciencies can only be due to frms offering varieties different from 

the effcient ones. 

Why would the frms and the planner choose different varieties? The key reason is that when choosing 

among its varieties, the selling frm takes into account only how its choice affects its own profts and, 
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by match effciency, the consumer’s utility. In particular, the selling frm has no incentive to weigh the 

impact of its choice on the ability of the nonselling frm to attract the consumer in the future and, thus, on 

the nonselling frm’s future profts. In contrast, the planner maximizes the value of the consumer’s gross 

utility, that is, the sum of the values of the two frms’ profts and the consumer’s utility. Hence, unlike the 

selling frm, the planner internalizes the impact of the choice of variety by the selling frm on the proft of 

the nonselling frm. These differing objectives between the selling frm and the planner lead to differing 

choices of varieties. 

To show how ineffciencies emerge, we focus on two simple economies, which show that both under-

provision and overprovision of information can occur. These examples admit two interpretations. First, 

they can be interpreted as instances of two–period economies in which either the future is discounted at 

rate δ b = δ/(1 − δ) or, equivalently, period 1 payoffs are discounted at rate 1 − δ and period 2 payoffs 

are discounted at rate δ, where period 2 possibly stands for an arbitrarily long future. Second, they can 

be interpreted as instances of infnite horizon economies in which utility realizations are dependently dis-

tributed over time. Specifcally, in this second interpretation, we let the consumer’s gross utility be the 

same as in our original formulation, but we assume that frms and consumer no longer receive informative 

signals about the state of the world from period t = 2 on. 

To understand this interpretation, note that in our environment so far, agents face a compound lottery 

that depends on the state of the world, θ: when the consumer purchases variety k of frm f , with probability 

πt the consumer experiences XfHk with probability αfk and XfLk with probability 1 − αfk, whereas 

with probability 1 − πt the consumer experiences XfHk with probability βfk and XfLk with probability 

1 − βfk. In the two economies considered here, we reduce this compound lottery to a single lottery that is 

independent of the state of the world from period t = 2 onward: with probability αfkπft + βfk(1 − πft), 

where πft = πf2, the consumer experiences XfHk and with the complementary probability the consumer 

experiences XfLk. Hence, the prior is not updated after period 2. The precise way we formulate this 

dependently distributed stochastic process for utility realizations is discussed in the Appendix. We fnd this 

interpretation useful because it also helps clarify that the results in BV2 on effciency for a deterministic 

economy with payoffs that eventually become constant (see their Section 6) do not immediately extend to 

a multivariety stochastic economy with arbitrary dependently distributed payoffs. In both economines we 

assume that XfHk > XfLk for all k and f so that the consumer’s gross utility increases with the prior. 

Economy 1: Information Underprovision. Assume that frm A has two varieties: a perfectly informa-

tive variety, variety 2, with αA2 = 1 and βA2 = 0, and a moderately informative variety, variety 1, with 
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1 > αA1 > βA1 > 0. Firm B has only one variety that, for simplicity, is uninformative, with αB1 = βB1. 

The initial prior vector is denoted by (πA, πB). Since the probability of success of frm B’s variety does 

not vary with θB, we can simplify notation and denote the consumer’s gross utility from the purchase of 

frm B’s single variety by xB. We assume that utilities are ordered as in Figure 1, 

xA(1, 1) > xA(1, 2) > xB > xA(0, 2) > xA(0, 1) and xA(ΠAL1(πA), 1) > xA(ΠAL1(πA), 2) > xB , 

(24) 

so that if the consumer purchases variety 1 of frm A in period 1 and experiences a failure, then at the 

resulting prior, ΠAL1(πA), variety 1 of frm A is the most attractive in the market. 

Consider the planner’s problem. If the planner chooses the more informative variety of frm A, variety 

2, in the frst period, then after a success the planner chooses variety 1 and after a failure it chooses the 

variety of frm B by (24). If, instead, the planner chooses the less informative variety of frm A, variety 

1, in the frst period, then in the second period the planner chooses variety 1 both after a success and after 

a failure by (24). Thus, by the martingale property in (11), the planner’s value when it chooses variety 1 

reduces to xA(πA, 1). Assume that the planner in the frst period prefers the more informative variety of 

frm A in that 

(1 − δ)xA(πA, 2) + δ [πAxA(1, 1) + (1 − πA)xB ] > xA(πA, 1), (25) 

with xA(πA, 1) > xB. 

Considerf next the equilibrium. If frm A chooses variety 1 in the frst period, then Bertrand com-

petition in the second period implies that frm A wins and sells variety 1 to the consumer in that period 

as well regardless of the utility realization in the frst period. Hence, the match value of frm A when it 

chooses variety 1 in the frst period coincides with the value of the planner, xA(πA, 1). If, instead, frm 

A chooses the more informative variety in period 1, variety 2, then after a success frm A sells variety 1 

to the consumer (by (24)), but after a failure frm B sells to the consumer at price pB = xB − xA(0, 2), 

which implies that the match value of frm A after a failure is xA(0, 2). The match value of frm A when it 

chooses the less informative variety in the frst period exceeds that when it chooses the more informative 

variety if 

xA(πA, 1) > (1 − δ)xA(πA, 2) + δ [πAxA(1, 1) + (1 − πA)xA(0, 2)] . (26) 

Equilibrium is ineffcient when (25) and (26) simultaneously hold.10 The key idea behind ineffciency 

10Parameter values that satisfy these two inequalities as well as (24) are: xA(1, 1) = 8.2, xA(1, 2) = 7.5, xB = 6.25, 
xA(0, 2) = 3.25, xA(0, 1) = 2.5, αA1 = 0.55, βA1 = 0.45, αA2 = 1, βA2 = 0, δ = 0.6, and πA = 0.75. Note that αB1, βB1, 
and πB play no role in these calculations. 
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is that the planner values varieties according to the sum of the values they generate for the consumer and 

both frms, whereas frm A values varieties only according to their match value, namely, their value to 

frm A and the consumer. This difference in valuations leads the planner and the frms to make different 

decisions. To see how this difference in valuations shows up, note that for either variety of frm A, the 

frst period payoffs of the planner and of the match of frm A and the consumer agree. The second period 

payoffs of the planner and of the match of frm A and the consumer following a success also agree. At 

both of these nodes, frm A sells to the consumer. In the second period after a failure of variety 2, however, 

frm A loses to frm B: the planner’s payoff at this node is xB , which is the sum of the consumer’s utility, 

xB − pB, frm B’s profts, pB, and frm A’s profts, zero, whereas the payoff of the match of frm A and 

the consumer is only the sum of frm A’s profts, zero, and the consumer’s utility, xB − pB = xA(0, 2), 

which is smaller than xB. 

In sum, information is underprovided in equilibrium because frm A strategically chooses the less 

informative variety anticipating that by doing so, it will not lose the consumer to frm B after a failure and 

so will end up making more profts. 

Economy 2: Information Overprovision. Assume, as before, that frm A has two varieties: a perfectly 

informative variety, variety 2, with αA2 = 1 and βA2 = 0, and a moderately informative variety, variety 1, 

with 1 > αA1 > βA1 > 0. Firm B has only one variety that is now moderately informative. The initial 

prior vector is denoted by (πA, πB). We assume that utilities are ordered as in Figure 2, 

xA(1, 1) > xB (1, 1) > xA(1, 2) > xA(0, 2) > xB (0, 1) > xA(0, 1), (27) 

and that a failure of variety 1 of frm A implies that frm B has the most attractive variety, 

xB (πB , 1) > xA(ΠAL1(πA), 1) > xA(ΠAL1(πA), 2). (28) 

Consider the planner’s problem. Under (27) and (28), if the planner chooses either variety 1 or 2 of 

frm A in the frst period, then after a success the planner chooses variety 1 in the second period, whereas 

after a failure it chooses the variety of frm B. Assume that the planner prefers the less informative variety 

in that 

(1 − δ)xA(πA, 1) + δ{r1(πA)xA(ΠAH1(πA), 1) + [1 − r1(πA)]xB (πB , 1)} > 

(1 − δ)xA(πA, 2) + δ [πAxA(1, 1) + (1 − πA)xB (πB, 1)] . (29) 
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Consider now the equilibrium. Suppose that frm A chooses the perfectly informative variety, variety 

2, in the frst period. Under (27), after a success frm A sells variety 1 to the consumer in the second 

period, whereas after a failure frm A loses the consumer to frm B, which sells to the consumer at price 

xB(πB, 1) − xA(0, 2). Hence, the payoff to frm A and the consumer in the second period is xA(1, 1) after 

a success but, unlike the planner’s payoff of xB (πB , 1), it is only xA(0, 2) after a failure and equals the 

consumer’s utility, xB(πB, 1) − pB , from purchasing from frm B. 

If, instead, frm A chooses variety 1 in the frst period, then after a success frm A retains the consumer 

and sells variety 1, but after a failure frm A loses the consumer to frm B and the payoff to frm A and the 

consumer is just the consumer’s utility, xB (πB , 1) − pB = xA(ΠAL1(πA), 1). Hence, the match value of 

frm A from choosing variety 1 in the frst period is xA(πA, 1) by the martingale property (11). We assume 

that the match value of frm A in the frst period when it chooses the more informative variety, variety 2, 

exceeds that when it chooses the less informative variety, variety 1, so that 

(1 − δ)xA(πA, 2) + δ [πAxA(1, 1) + (1 − πA)xA(0, 2)] > xA(πA, 1). (30) 

When (29) and (30) are simultaneously satisfed, equilibrium is ineffcient.11 As in our frst example, 

by comparing (29) with (30), we see that at the nodes at which frm A sells, the payoff to the planner and 

to frm A and the consumer agree. But at the nodes at which frm A loses the consumer to frm B, namely, 

in the second period after a failure of either variety, the planner’s payoff is xB (πB , 1), which is the sum of 

the consumer’s utility, xB (πB , 1) − pB, frm B’s profts, pB , and frm A’s profts, zero. Instead, at these 

nodes the payoff to frm A and the consumer is just the consumer’s utility, respectively, xB(πB, 1) − pB = 

xA(0, 2) < xB(πB, 1) after a failure of variety 2 and xB (πB , 1) − pB = xA(ΠAL1(πA), 1) < xB (πB , 1) 

after a failure of variety 1. 

Thus, information is overprovided because frm A strategically chooses the most informative variety 

by placing less value than the planner does on the nodes at which frm B is the selling frm.12 

11Parameter values that satisfy (29) and (30), as well as assumptions (27) and (28), are: xA(1, 1) = 14.2, xB (1, 1) = 14.1, 
xA(1, 2) = 9.1, xA(0, 2) = 9.05, xB (0, 1) = 9, xA(0, 1) = 1.5, αA1 = 0.085, βA1 = 0.082, αA2 = 1, βA2 = 0, δ = 0.78, 
πA = 0.85, and πB = 0.83. 

12Note that Felli and Harris (2006) extend Felli and Harris (1996) by adding a training program to the technology of each
frm. This program produces constant output regardless of a worker’s ability but participating in it nonetheless generates
information about ability—for instance, because of the monitoring by supervisors. They show that training is overprovided in
a stochastic learning–by–doing version of this model in which training affects the mean but not the variance of beliefs about a
worker’s unknown productivity. 
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3 Application to Smartphone and Tablet Market 

We turn here to our empirical application of competition between Apple and Samsung in the smartphone 

and tablet market. 

3.1 Data Description 

We apply our theory to the market for smartphones and tablets produced by Apple and Samsung. In recent 

years, these two frms have been the largest in the smartphone market, with approximately a 20% market 

share each. We collect data on buyer purchases of new–in–box smartphones and tablets from posted–price 

transactions in eBay.com from 2014–2017. We focus on items in these categories that have been matched 

by the seller to an item in one of several commercially available catalogs for U.S. cell phones and tablets. 

These catalogs also contain average user reviews (on a scale of 0 to 5) for each product. Examples of items 

in our dataset are “Apple iPhone 5S 16GB”, “Apple iPad 2 16GB, Wi–f,” “Samsung Galaxy Prevail,” or 

“Samsung Galaxy Note SGH–I717 16GB.” As these are all new–in–box items readily available at retail 

outlets, we abstract from any pricing decision of individual sellers, who are unlikely to have any market 

power in this setting—the median seller only sells one item in our data—and, instead, treat buyers as 

facing the brand–new device price plus a random eBay seller discount, as we describe below. Importantly, 

we only use eBay consumers’ decisions to estimate demand parameters—for instance, the XfHk’s and 

XfLk’s from above for each product—and do not estimate any parameter related to the supply side of the 

market.13 

We have transaction-level data for new-in-box smartphones and tablets on eBay. Our sample consists 

of 28,640 cases in which a given buyer purchased a smartphone or tablet and then, at some point in the 

future, purchased another smartphone or tablet. Each observation contains information on the product 

purchased, the price paid, and the buyer id. An advantage of this data is that it allows us to track multiple 

purchases for an individual buyer over time. For example, we can measure the likelihood of purchasing 

an Apple product conditional on purchasing this brand in the past. Clearly, the transactions in our dataset 

are not exhaustive, but still represent a fairly large sample that displays variation across consumers in the 

variety of products purchased, that is, phones rather than tablets, and their brands. We also observe a 

smaller dataset consisting of 1,279 cases—79 for Apple’s products and 1,200 for Samsung’s products—in 

which a given buyer purchased and rated the same product twice in a row.14 

13For example, we do not estimate marginal costs from a pricing frst-order condition, but instead take marginal cost estimates 
from industry tear–down cost reports. 

14These ratings are a relatively new feature of eBay, and are actual product ratings left by buyers, similar to product ratings 
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It is important to note that the purchase and rating behavior of these eBay buyers may not refect that 

of the broader smartphone and tablet market. Even among the eBay users in our data, we are only able 

to observe their phone and tablet purchases on eBay, not through other outlets. We impose two sample 

restrictions that help us focus on buyers whose behavior may be closer to those of off-eBay buyers. First, 

to eliminate buyers who are only looking for older-model phones, we restrict our attention to buyers 

purchasing a type of phone or tablet, for instance, “Samsung Galaxy Note SGH–I717 16GB”, within six 

months from the time that particular device frst appeared in eBay transaction data during our sample 

period. Second, to eliminate buyers purchasing large quantities of devices over short time periods— 

potentially to re-sell them, rather than as fnal consumers—we focus on cases in which at least 90 days 

passed between any two consecutive purchases of a buyer. It is after imposing these restrictions that we 

arrive at a sample of 28,640. Even with these restrictions, our results should be interpreted as an exercise 

in examining how a shift to personalized prices would affect consumer surplus, profts, and overall welfare 

for this specifc population of buyers, holding fxed their behavior outside of this market. 

3.2 Identifcation and Estimation Approach 

We believe consumers in our data are not currently facing the frst–degree price discrimination we have 

discussed so far. As discussed above, we interpret our baseline model as describing a counterfactual 

world. Indeed, on the platform from which our data comes from, manufacturers like Apple and Samsung 

cannot frst–degree price discriminate—based on a consumer’s previous positive or negative experiences 

with the product or based on any other characteristic. Therefore, we treat the transaction and ratings data 

that we observe as though generated from a dynamic experience goods model akin to the model described 

above but in which consumers face uniform prices rather than personalized prices. We use the empirical 

model described below to estimate consumer preference and information parameters, and then compare 

the uniform-pricing world to a counterfactual world with personalized pricing so as to assess the impact 

of price discrimination on consumer surplus, producer surplus, and total welfare. 

The key parameters of the model to estimate are (XfHk, XfLk, αfk, βfk) for each frm f and variety 

on Amazon.com, distinct from the long-standing system of seller ratings on eBay. Specifcally, ratings of a product are intended 
to correspond to a buyer’s evaluation of her experience with the product, regardless of which individual eBay seller sold her the 
product, whereas seller ratings—see, for instance, Nosko and Tadelis 2015—are intended to correspond to a buyer’s evaluation 
of a particular seller on eBay. There may be a large number of sellers offering any given product, and vice versa. eBay product 
ratings are only available for certain well-defned, cataloged products as described in the previous paragraph. For example, 
an eBay listing for an old high school yearbook would have no product ratings, but the seller of this product may have seller 
ratings. We examined the text corresponding to some of the product ratings in our data and found that some buyers were 
incorrectly basing their reviews on their opinion of the seller rather than the product, but a majority appeared to correctly 
understand that the product rating is intended to be based on the buyer’s opinion of the product. 
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k. We consider two frms, Apple (frm 1) and Samsung (frm 2) each offering two products, a phone 

or a tablet. Thus, for simplicity, in the empirical application, we consider all Apple phones to be a 

single product, “Apple phone”, all Apple tablets to be a single product, and similar. Consumers can 

also choose an outside option rather than one of these four products. To map a consumer’s problem 

more closely into a standard dynamic discrete choice setting, we change notation here and use the index 

j ∈ J = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, rather than the index (f, k), to denote the outside option (j = 1) and the four 

inside-option products.15 With this notation, the parameters to estimate are (XHj , XLj , αj , βj ). 

We now describe the estimation of the {Xj } parameters for the four products. We assume consumers 

have independent tastes for Apple’s products and Samsung’s products. Consumers solve a recursive choice 

problem in deciding among the fve options as a function of their current beliefs, π = (πA, πS ), about being 

a good match with the products of either frm. In the model, in period 1, a consumer picks one of the fve 

product options, and then experiences a high (H) or low (L) utility outcome. In the following period, the 

consumer again chooses between these fve options, but in this case the consumer has an updated belief 

about being a good match for the frm whose product she just experienced. 

The consumer’s problem of choosing which product to buy is given by the following Bellman equation: 

U(π, εi) = max{vj (π) + εji}, 
j 

where εi = {εji} represents an i.i.d. choice-specifc idiosyncratic disturbance that we introduce into the 

empirical model to augment the model considered in the previous section. This shock captures random 

product-specifc price discounts that consumer i may receive on eBay, as well as any idiosyncratic prefer-

ence shocks consumers may experience for products. We will assume εji follows an Extreme Value Type 

I (EV–I) distribution with scale parameter τ . The choice–specifc value function, vj (π), is given by 

vj (π) = {(1 − δ)XHj + δE[U(ΠHj (π), ε
0)]} γj (π) 

+ {(1 − δ)XLj + δE[U(ΠLj (π), ε
0)]} [1 − γj (π)] − pj , 

where γj (π) = αjπf(j) + βj (1 − πf(j)), where πf(j) is πA if j is a product of frm A and is πB otherwise. 

Note that pf(j) in the choice–specifc value function is the brand–new price for product j. We approximate 

15Note that in our data we also observe phone and tablet purchases that do not correspond to Samsung or Apple products. 
We consider these purchases to be outside option purchases. This is in contrast to some demand settings in the literature, where 
an outside option purchase is considered to be an instance in which a consumer is not observed purchasing any of the products 
in the researcher’s data. The fact that we observe these non-Apple and non-Samsung purchases allows us to formalize the 
non-uniform time period between a consumer’s purchases, as we describe at the end of this subsection. 
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this price from eBay data using purchases within the frst six months that a given type of phone or tablet, 

for instance, “Apple iPhone 5S 16GB”, appears in the data, and computing the 90th percentile across 

these purchases for a given product j. We specifcally choose the 90th percentile to best approximate the 

price that a consumer would likely pay for the product if purchased outside of eBay. The price consumers 

actually face on any given eBay listing is not this price, but rather a discounted price that can widely vary 

across transactions. We treat this discount as entering a consumer’s utility through the term εji.16 

Each consumer has an initial prior π0, which is a random variable—a vector with a prior for Apple and 

prior for Samsung—drawn from a density g(π0). Since a consumer’s priors are independent across the 

two frms, we only need to model a marginal density for the prior for each frm. We use a Beta(ηf1, ηf 2) 

distribution for each frm f , where ηf1 and ηf 2 are parameters to be estimated—two parameters for Apple’s 

products and two for Samsung’s products. 

Our estimation approach relies on using pairs of consecutive purchases by a given consumer. For an 

individual consumer i who purchases product k followed by product j, her contribution to the likelihood 

function is given by 

�� � � � � Z 1 vj (ΠHk (π0))/τ vj (ΠLk(π0))/τ vk(π0)/τ e e e
` i = P γk(π0)+ P [1 − γk(π0)] P g(π0; η)dπ0. (31) 

evl(ΠHk(π0))/τ evl(ΠLk (π0))/τ evl(π0)/τ 
0 l l l 

The model allows us to estimate the information parameters αj and βj , which appear in the expressions 

for γj (·) above and in those for the updated beliefs ΠHj (·) and ΠLj (·), in an initial step outside of the 

likelihood function. For this estimation, we rely on our consumer ratings data. This data is more sparse 

than our transaction data. Because of this feature of the ratings data, we fnd it helpful to impose the 

constraint that βj = 1 − αj , which is a common assumption in the theoretical literature. We also assume 

that α > 1/2. 

For each product j, we consider a consumer’s outcome to be a success/good outcome if the consumer 

records a 5-star rating for the corresponding purchase, which occurs for about 79% of ratings, and a 

failure/bad outcome otherwise. It can be shown that for a consumer who purchases the same product 

twice in a row with an initial prior belief of πf (j) before the frst purchase, 

Pr(zt = H, zt+1 = L)=Pr(zt = L, zt+1 = H)=πf (j)αj (1 − αj )+(1 − αj )αj (1 − πf(j))=αj (1 − αj ), 

where Pr(zt = H, zt+1 = L) is the probability the consumer experiences a good outcome after the frst 

16An alternative approach would be to use eBay prices directly, but such an approach would require taking a stand on the 
eBay prices of the goods a consumer did not purchase, which is not obvious from the data. 
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purchase and a bad outcome after the second purchase, and Pr(zt = L, zt+1 = H) is the analogous 

probability in the reverse case. These probabilities can be observed in the data. In practice, we fnd that 

one or the other of these two probabilities is equal to zero for some products. We therefore average these 

two probabilities and estimate αj as the value that satisfes 

ˆ = L) + ˆ = L, zt+1 Pr(zt = H, zt+1 Pr(zt = H) = 2αj (1 − αj ), 

where the symbol (̂·) represents the empirical frequency of the event of one good outcome and one bad 

outcome among all cases in which a consumer purchased and rated product j twice in a row. 

With estimates of αj in hand, we then estimate the other parameters of the model by maximum likeli-

hood, with the likelihood function formed by aggregating (31) over all consecutive purchases observed in 

the data. Estimation of the parameters {XHj , XLj } requires normalizing those of one product to zero: we 

set XL1 = XH1 = 0 for the non–Apple/non–Samsung product. The full list of parameters we estimate in 

this likelihood step is thus {XLj }j∈{2,3,4,5}, and {XHj }j∈{2,3,4,5}, the vector of distribution parameters η of 

the density g(π0), and τ , which is the variance of the EV-I term. Specifcally, we estimate these parameters 

using maximum likelihood with value function constraints, adopting the MPEC approach of Su and Judd 

(2012)—this approach is an effcient alternative to the standard approach of a nested fxed–point algorithm 

with a maximum likelihood objective function. For the calculation of the value function in the evaluation 

of continuation values, we use Chebyshev interpolation, and for the integration required to evaluate the 

likelihood function, we rely on Gauss–Chebyshev quadrature (following Judd (1998) in both cases). 

We now describe our specifcation of the discount factor. In the data, the time between purchases 

varies across buyers, so there is no clear “period length” common to all buyers. Therefore, we model 

each purchasing consumer as facing a Poisson arrival rate λ of the need to purchase a new device. Under 

this Poisson rate assumption, the expected time between purchases is then an exponentially distributed 

random variable, which we denote by T , with mean 1/λ. In the data, we observe a truncated moment of 

this distribution, E[T |T ≤ T ≤ T ]. The corresponding theoretical equivalent of this truncated moment is 

−TλT − e−TλT e 1 − , 
e−Tλ − e−Tλ λ

where T and T are the minimum and maximum observed lengths of time, corresponding to 90 and 870 

days in the data, respectively. We equate these moments to solve for λ. We assume consumers face an 

annual rate of time discounting of ρ = 0.05. We combine this standard discounting with the random 
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purchase opportunity Poisson rate to obtain an adjusted discount factor δ that corresponds to the discount 

factor consumers would face if given one purchase opportunity per year. This adjustment yields a discount 

factor of δ ≡ δ/˜ [1 − (1 − λ)δ̃] with δ ̃= 1/(1 + ρ). 

When simulating counterfactuals to compare the uniform-pricing case to the personalized-pricing case, 

we use a marginal cost of $200 for each product, based on marginal cost estimates for both Apple’s 

products and Samsung’s products from industry tear-down reports. 

3.3 Results 

The estimated parameters are shown in Table 1. The units of these estimates are dollars per consumer 

per year, and are relative to the outside option, which yields a normalized payoff of zero. Therefore, all 

estimates in dollars should be interpreted as an amount above or below the outside option utility. We 

fnd that the probability of a good experience if a consumer is a good match for either Apple or Samsung, 

described by the parameters αj ’s, is above 0.96 for all products, which implies both that utility experiences 

are fairly informative about the quality of the match between a consumer and a frm’s brand, and that on 

average consumers who are a good match for a given brand experience much higher utility than consumers 

who are a bad match. As αj is highest for Samsung tablets and lowest for Apple tablets, these products 

are, respectively, the most and the least informative ones—the ordering of products by their (Blackwell) 

informativeness is equivalent to their ordering by their values of αj when αj = 1 − βj .17 Note that relative 

to the marginal cost of $200 of each product, Samsung tablets are also the product with the lowest markup 

and characterized by the lowest utility realizations after a good or a bad experience. 

The estimated prior distributions are shown in Figures 6 and 7. We estimate similar distributions of 

initial priors for Apple’s products and Samsung’s products, although Apple priors place more weight near 

0 and less weight at values close to 1 than Samsung priors. Hence, on average consumers hold low priors 

that they are a good ft for Apple’s products but high priors that they are a good ft for Samsung’s products. 

These estimates refect the large market share of Samsung phones and the low market shares of Apple’s 

products within the eBay data, despite these latter products yielding higher utility experiences as implied 

by the estimates of {XHj } and {XLj }. A prior close to 0 for Apple’s products can be interpreted as a belief 

of “I am just not an Apple person” whereas a belief close to 1 signifes the opposite. Casual observation 

outside of our empirical setting suggests that there exists a signifcant fraction of loyal Apple enthusiasts. 

17By the Blackwell criterion of informativeness, product j is more informative than product k if the posterior beliefs reached 
after experiencing product j at the end of a period second-order stochastically dominate those reached after experiencing 
product k. 
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We take our estimates of these priors as suggesting that, among active eBay participants, these Apple 

enthusiasts may be less common. 

Using these estimated parameters, we simulate two different worlds. First, we simulate the main model 

in our paper, where frms can frst–degree price discriminate based on consumers’ purchase history and 

experiences with the purchased products. Specifcally, we frst determine the product that each frm offers 

a consumer of a given prior and the price each frm charges; we next calculate the product the consumer 

will buy; and we then compute consumer surplus, producer surplus (variable profts), and total welfare as 

the sum of consumer and producer surplus. Note that in this counterfactual world, consumers do not face 

any εij shock and do not purchase the outside option in equilibrium, as consistent with our theoretical 

model. Therefore, in order to generate outcomes in the uniform–price world to which our model can be 

compared, we simulate consumer choices in the uniform–price world as well, absent price or preference 

shocks and the ability for consumers to purchase the outside option. For this latter exercise, we hold prices 

fxed at the prices used in estimation, that is, the 90th percentile of prices for products within the frst six 

months of their release. We then compute consumer surplus, producer surplus, and total welfare for this 

uniform–price world as well. 

Figure 8 displays the estimated consumer surplus for the uniform–price and price–discrimination 

worlds at each value of the prior for a consumer match with Apple and Samsung. In these fgures, as 

in Table 1, units are relative to the outside option (and thus can be negative). We fnd that consumer 

surplus is higher under price discrimination for values of the priors close to (0, 0) and (1, 1) and along 

the radius of prior values connecting these two extreme points, but lower at priors close to (0, 1) or (1, 0), 

that is, for consumers who believe they are a poor ft for one frm and a good ft for the other. This is 

consistent with the intuition from the static model of Thisse and Vives (1988), which demonstrates that 

in a horizontal price–differentiation world, consumers who are located geographically close to the middle 

of a Hotelling line with a frm at each end will actually beneft from frst–degree price discrimination, 

because such discrimination will lead to intense competition to serve these consumers. Consumers near 

the extremes of the Hotelling line, on the other hand, are held captive and may be hurt by frst–degree 

price discrimination. 

Figure 9 displays the price paid by consumers at each value of the prior. We fnd that prices are 

(mostly) lower under price discrimination for values of the prior for Apple’s products below 0.5, but 

higher for values of the prior for Apple’s products above 0.5 than under uniform-pricing. This result 

refects the fact that utility is higher for consumers who are a good match for Apple regardless of their 
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prior for Samsung. Note that the lowest prices charged in the price-discrimination world are not directly 

along the 45–degree line in the Apple and Samsung prior space because the frms are not symmetric in that 

their estimated XLj ’s, XHj ’s, and αj ’s differ. Figure 10 further shows the sum of the estimated profts of 

Apple and Samsung under the two different scenarios. We fnd that under price discrimination, profts are 

lower for most priors except for priors close to (0, 1) or (1, 0), as consistent with the fndings in Figures 8 

and 9. 

Finally, Figure 11 demonstrates that the comparison of price discrimination and uniform pricing in 

terms of total welfare is qualitatively similar to the comparison of the two pricing schemes in terms of 

consumer surplus. That is, total welfare is higher for consumers for whom competition is more intense 

under price discrimination, namely, consumers with priors close to (0, 0) and (1, 1) and along the radius 

of prior values connecting these two extreme points. As consumers who are a good match for just one 

brand experience lower utility—and those who are a good match for Apple face much higher prices under 

price discrimination—welfare at these other priors is lower under price discrimination. Figure 11 shows, 

however, that, unlike consumer surplus, total welfare increases even at many priors far from (0, 0) and 

(1, 1) under personalized pricing. 

Table 2 reports the welfare measures discussed averaged over the values of the priors for Apple and 

Samsung’ products, when moving from a world of uniform pricing to one of personalized pricing. Namely, 

the statistics in this table are obtained by integrating the differences in consumer surplus, prices paid, frm 

profts, total profts, and total welfare across the uniform and price discrimination worlds from Figures 

8–11 over all possible priors with respect to the density of π0. We fnd that, on average, consumer surplus 

would increase by about $108 per year per consumer if frms could offer personalized prices. Apple’s 

profts per consumer would decrease by about $83 per year, Samsung’s profts would decrease by about 

$25, and total welfare would be nearly unaffected, with an increase of only $0.12 per consumer per year. 

These results thus underscore the importance of accounting for the effect on competition of the greater 

opportunities for price discrimination that “Big Data” may make increasingly feasible when evaluating the 

impact of “Big Data”. Provided access to information about consumers’ behavior and experiences is not 

too limited or asymmetric across frms, our empirical analysis suggests that there is scope for a signifcant 

fraction of consumers to beneft from personalized pricing. 

4 Conclusion 

Shiller et al. (2014) predicts that over the next decade or so personalized pricing will become increasingly 
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common, especially for goods sold online. Many of these goods, ranging from clothing and electronics to 

furniture and food, are differentiated varieties of experience goods. The existing literature is largely silent 

on both the pricing and effciency properties of equilibrium in these markets in such circumstances. In 

this paper, we have proposed a simple model to shed light on these issues. In terms of pricing, we have 

argued that in stark contrast to the related literature on duopoly markets in which frms price compete 

for just one consumer, prices no longer have the simple static form familiar from Bertrand competition. 

Rather, prices contain a variety–specifc dynamic component that refects the relative informativeness of 

competing varieties. In terms of effciency, we have clarifed the limits to which the effciency results in 

the duopoly case with one–variety frms can be extended, and we have provided simple, intuitive examples 

of the type of ineffciencies that may arise in more general environments with multiple varieties and frms. 

Finally, we have made precise the sense in which intensifying competition between frms can restore 

effciency and give rise to static, competitive pricing. 

We have allowed frms to personalize their prices to consumers based on consumers’ purchases and 

experiences. In the context of labor markets, the idea that in many professions, such as professional sports 

and academia, wages are personalized in that they are highly dependent on a worker’s current and past 

performance is well–accepted. In the context of product markets, the advances in information technology 

that allow sellers to offer personalized prices, especially in on–line markets, are recent and fast spreading 

(seeFudenberg and Villas-Boas (2007, 2012)). In this sense, we think of our analysis as relevant for a 

growing segment of the product market. 

Crucially, the ineffciencies we highlight emerge not because of the direct information spillovers iden-

tifed by the literature on strategic experimentation in nonmarket settings (as in Bolton and Harris (1999)). 

Rather, ineffciencies arise here because in Markov models of Bertrand competition, there is no means 

for groups of losing frms to discipline the behavior of the winning frm, either with sticks (coordinated 

punishments) or carrots (transfers to other frms or the consumer) in order to induce an alternative choice 

of variety by the winning frm or to induce an alternative frm to win. 

Lastly, using eBay data, we have provided evidence on the gains associated with the sophisticated 

forms of price discrimination considered here for the market for smartphones and tablets. We fnd that a 

large fraction of consumers beneft from the introduction of price discrimination—in particular those with 

less asymmetric beliefs about their tastes for different brands for whom competition intensifes. Con-

sumers more certain about their tastes for one frm, however, can be worse off under price discrimination. 
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A Proofs 
Proof that Consumer Trades at any Prior: To prove this result, suppose by way of contradiction that 
there exists an equilibrium in which the consumer rejects both offers at some prior. If this occurs, then 
the consumer receives zero utility in the current period and the prior is unchanged. By our Markov 
assumption, this result implies that the consumer must decline both frms’ offers in all future periods as 
well and, hence, end up with an expected present discounted value of zero. For this choice to possibly be 
optimal, the consumer must be offered a value of zero or less from a purchase from either frm. But if one 
frm offers the consumer such a trade, it is optimal for the other frm to offer a price pf ∈ (0, xf (π, ekf )) 
for variety ekf ∈ arg mink xf (π, k) and attract the consumer, since even at the lowest prior and for the 
least proftable variety, gross utility is positive if XfHk, XfLk > 0 for all f and k. Hence, xf (π, ekf ) > pf . 
Thus, such an equilibrium cannot exist and the consumer must purchase a variety at each prior. 

Proof of Proposition 1: As mentioned, the set of priors can be partitioned into priors in EA, at which 
frm A sells, and priors in EB, at which frm B sells. At π ∈ EA, frm A weakly prefers selling to the 
consumer to not selling and having frm B sell variety kB(π). Hence, frm A’s optimality implies 

max [(1 − δ)pA + δEV A(π0|π, kA)] ≥ δEV A(π0|π, kB(π)). (32) 
(kA,pA)∈FA 

Moreover, at equilibrium, the optimality of frm A’s price implies that the constraint (13) holds as an 
equality so that 

(1 − δ)uf (πA, kA, pA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) = (1 − δ)uf (πB , kB (π), pB(π)) + δEU(π0|π, kB(π)). (33) 

Using the defnition of uf in (2), substituting pA obtained from (33) into (32), and using the defnition of 
W A(π) implies that we can rewrite (32) as 

max [(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)] ≥ (1 − δ)[xB(πB, kB(π))−pB (π)] + δEW A(π0|π, kB(π)). 
kA∈KA 

At π ∈ EB , frm B is selling and, by the defnition of equilibrium, frm A is indifferent between selling 
and not selling so that 

max [(1 − δ)pA + δEV A(π0|π, kA)] = δEV A(π0|π, kB (π)). (34) 
(kA,pA)∈FA 

At such a prior, consumer optimality implies that the consumer prefers purchasing from the selling frm 
to purchasing from the frm’s competitor so that 

(1 − δ)uf (πA, kA, pA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) ≤ (1 − δ)uf (πB , kB (π), pB (π)) + δEU(π0|π, kB(π)). (35) 

Using the defnition of uf , substituting pA obtained from (35) into (34), and using the defnition of W A(π), 
we obtain 

max [(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)] ≤ (1 − δ)[xB(πB, kB(π))−pB (π)] + δEW A(π0|π, kB(π)). 
kA∈KA 

Combining the two cases establishes the proposition. 

Proof of Corollary 1: The proof amounts to using the cautious restriction to show that the match value 
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expression can be rewritten as � 
maxkA∈KA {(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)} for π ∈ EA 

W A(π) = , (36) 
maxkA∈KA {(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)} for π ∈ EB 

so W A(π) = W ˆ A(πA). Clearly, for any π ∈ EA, the value has the form in the top branch. Now, to 
establish that the value has the form in the bottom branch, we proceed as follows. Formally, consider the 
problem faced by, say, frm A, summarized in (12) and (13). Clearly, frm A solves this problem at any 
prior π at which it sells to the consumer. The dual form of the cautious restriction implies that frm A also 
solves such a problem at any prior π at which it does not sell to the consumer. As we have discussed, in any 
solution the constraint (13) holds as an equality, otherwise frm A could increase its profts by marginally 
increasing the price charged to the consumer and still attracting the consumer. Hence, we can use (14) to 
obtain an expression for pA by using the defnition of uf in (2). Substitute the resulting expression for pA 

back into (12) to rewrite frm A’s problem as � � 
V A(π) = max (1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) + δEV A(π0|π, kA) − CA(π) , (37) 

kA∈KA 

where CA(π) = (1 − δ)uf (πB, kB(π), pB (π)) + δEU(π0|π, kB (π)) is simply an additive constant that is 
not affected by the actions (kA, pA). Denote by U(π|A) the consumer’s equilibrium value from purchasing 
from frm A and by U(π|B) the consumer’s equilibrium value from purchasing from frm B. Recalling 
that U(π|A) = U(π|B), consider the following simple steps: add the equilibrium value U(π|A) to the left 
side of (37) and the equilibrium value U(π|B) to the right side of (37), shift the term CA(π) outside of the 
maximization operator, simplify the right side of the resulting expression using the fact that U(π|B) = 
CA(π), and, fnally, substitute W A(π) = V A(π) + U(π) for the sum of the values of frm A’s profts and 
the consumer’s utility. We then arrive at � 

W A(π) = max (1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA) . (38) 
kA∈KA 

Since xA(πA, kA) does not depend on πB and only the frst component of π = (πA, πB) is updated when 
a variety of frm A is consumed, it follows that the programs in (18) and (38) have the same value. 

Proof of Proposition 2: By way of contradiction, suppose that at the initial prior π, the sum of the values 
of frms’ profts and the consumer’s utility under the solution to the conditional planning problem W ∗(π) 
is strictly greater than the sum of the values of frms’ profts and the consumer’s utility in the equilibrium. 
By the one-shot deviation principle for dynamic programming, for this to be the case there must exist a 
one-shot deviation from the equilibrium plan of frm choice that leads to a higher sum of values. 

In particular, suppose without loss that at prior π, the planner prefers that frm B sells to the consumer 
but that in the equilibrium frm A is the selling frm. We introduce some notation to denote the values 
of frms’ profts and the consumer’s utility. To this end, given the choice of variety functions k̂A(πA) or 
k̂B(πB), let 

V A(π|A) = (1 − δ)pA(π) + δEV A(π0|π, k̂A(πA)) (39) 

denote the value of frm A’s profts when it sells k̂A(πA) at prior π, and let 

V A(π|B) = δEV A(π0|π, k̂B(πB)) (40) 

denote the value of frm A’s profts when frm B sells k̂B(πB) at prior π. We use analogous notation for 
the value of frm B’s profts in these two cases. We let U(π|A) and U(π|B) denote the corresponding 
values for the consumer. Our contradiction hypothesis is that at π, the planner prefers that B is chosen by 
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the consumer over A, that is, 

V A(π|B) + V B (π|B) + U(π|B) > V A(π|A) + V B (π|A) + U(π|A), (41) 

but that frm A sells in equilibrium, which implies that V A(π|A) ≥ V A(π|B). 
Recall that (14) must hold in equilibrium, so that U(π|A) = U(π|B). Since in equilibrium frm 

B is not selling, the value of its profts from losing must equal the value of the profts it would have 
obtained by winning. Thus, V B (π|A) = V B (π|B). Using these two equalities, U(π|A) = U(π|B) and 
V B(π|A) = V B(π|B), to simplify (41), we obtain that 

V A(π|B) > V A(π|A), (42) 

which implies that frm A can raise its profts by increasing its price marginally and losing the consumer 
to frm B. But this contradicts proft maximization by frm A and thus establishes the desired result. 

Proof of Corollary 3: The proof is immediate. Under (20), the continuation match value of any frm 
depends on the identity of the selling frm but no longer depends on the particular variety that such a 
frm offers. That is, the value EW ˆ f (πf 

0 |πf , kf ) does not depend on kf . In a slight abuse of notation, 
we rewrite this value as simply EW ˆ f (π0 |πf , f), meaning that the future state does not depend on the f 

particular variety that frm f offers. We similarly denote EW ∗(π0|π, kf ) by EW ∗(π0|π, f). In such a 
case, the choice of variety of frm f is static, namely, frm f selects the variety that yields the highest 
gross utility in the current period. Thus, under (20) we can rewrite (18) as n o 

W ˆ f (πf ) = max (1 − δ)xf (πf , kf ) + δE W ˆ f (πf 
0 |πf , f) . 

kf ∈Kf 

So, the equilibrium variety offered by frm f , k̂f (πf ),solves the static problem maxkf ∈Kf xf (πf , kf ). Since 
the future state depends on the identity of the selling frm but not on its choice of variety, conditional 
effciency implies � � 

W ∗ (π) = max (1 − δ) max xf (πf , kf ) + δEW ∗ (π0|π, f) . (43) 
f kf ∈Kf 

Once again using the fact that the future state does not depend on the variety choice of any frm, W ∗(π) 
in (43) can be equivalently rewritten as � � 

W ∗ (π) = max max [(1 − δ)xf (πf , kf ) + δEW ∗ (π0|π, f)] . 
f kf ∈Kf 

Thus, W ∗ = W and equilibrium allocations are effcient. 

The Dependently Distributed Stochastic Process of the Examples: The original stochastic process for �
¯utility realizations for any variety k of a frm f , given the state of the world θ ∈ θ, θ , is Pr(Xfkt = 

XfHk|θ) and Pr(Xfkt = XfLk|θ). This process for each variety and frm is i.i.d., depends on the state of 
the world, but does not depend on the history of realized utility. Of course, the realizations of the process 
for some particular Xfkt will be relevant at t only if the consumer chooses that particular variety k of 
frm f at t. We now construct a stochastic process that coincides with the original process in period 1 
but after period 1 is dependently distributed in that the process from period 2 on, for any given frm or 
variety, depends only on the realization of utility in period 1. In this sense, according to the new stochastic 
process, utility realizations become uninformative about the state of the world after period 1. Also, the 
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beginning of period 2 priors govern the realizations of utilities from period 2 onward. 
As mentioned, we think of this economy as somewhat loosely corresponding to a stochastic analog 

of the economy that BV2 consider in Section 6 of their paper. These authors consider an infnite horizon 
oligopoly model with deterministic time-varying payoffs that are thought of as capturing either habit for-
mation or learning-by-doing. The economy in Section 6 of their paper assumes that payoffs for a product 
become constant after a certain number of uses. Note that BV2 fnd a unique cautious Markov perfect 
equilibrium that is effcient, whereas we fnd a cautious Markov-perfect equilibrium that is ineffcient. In 
this sense, our results clarify that the deterministic results by BV do not extend to a multivariety stochastic 
economy with arbitrary dependently distributed payoffs. 

Formally, let at = (ft, kt, zt) denote the realized experience of the consumer in period t that records 
the selling frm ft at t, the variety sold kt, and the realized outcome zt ∈ {H, L} with that variety. 
Equivalently, at records that in period t, the consumer experienced some particular XfHk or XfLk for 
variety k = kt of frm f = ft. Let at = (a1, a2, . . . , at−1) denote the history of such experiences. As 
noted, in period 1 the process is informative and coincides with the original one. Starting from a prior 
vector π1 = (πA1, πB1) suppose, for concreteness, that in period 1, the consumer experiences variety 
k = k1 of frm f1 = A and has outcome z1 = H , so that a2 = (A, k, H). Then, in period 2 the updated 
prior is π2 = (πA2, πB2) = (ΠAHk(πA1), πB1). The probability distribution over possible utility levels for 
all the varieties that could be chosen in period 2 is 

Pr(XAk2 = XAHk|a 2) = αAkπA2 + βAk(1 − πA2) and Pr(XBk2 = XBHk|a 2) = αBkπB2 + βBk(1 − πB2). 

Notice that this probability distribution does not depend on the state of the world θ but rather depends 
only on the realization of period 1 utility. Under this new process, the consumer’s gross utility in period 2 
is the same as in our original formulation, except now the signals in period 2 are uninformative. 

In periods t ≥ 2, the same distributions apply regardless of the consumer’s realized experiences after 
period 1; that is, in periods t ≥ 2, Pr(XAkt = XAHk|at) = Pr(XAk2 = XAHk|a2) and Pr(XBkt = 
XBHk|at) = Pr(XBk2 = XBHk|a2). 

In short, we can interpret our examples as corresponding to infnite horizon economies with depen-
dently distributed stochastic processes. 

Proof of Proposition 3: As argued, it is optimal for the winning frm, here frm A, to charge a price so 
that (14) holds, which using the defnition of uf in (2) can be written as 

δEU(π0|π, kA(π)) δEU(π0|π, kB (π)) 
xA(πA, kA(π)) − pA(π) + = xB(πB, kB(π)) − pB(π) + . (44) 

1 − δ 1 − δ 

Next, since the losing frm must be indifferent between not selling to the consumer and selling, we have 
that 

δEV B(π0|π, kA(π)) = (1 − δ)pB(π) + δEV B(π0|π, kB(π)). (45) 

Solving (45) for pB(π) and substituting the resulting expression into (44) gives (21). 

Proof of Proposition 4: Divide the set of priors into EA, at which frm A sells, and its complement, EA
0 , 

at which it does not. At π ∈ EA, frm A weakly prefers selling to the consumer to not selling and having 
the second-best frm f = f2(π) sell variety kf (π). Hence, frm A’s optimality implies 

max [(1 − δ)pA + δEV A(π0|π, kA)] ≥ δEV A(π0|π, kf (π)). (46) 
(kA,pA)∈FA 

Moreover, at equilibrium, the optimality of frm A’s offer implies that the many-frm version of constraint 
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(13) holds as an equality so that 

(1 − δ)uf (πA, kA, pA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) = (1 − δ)uf (πf , kf (π), pf (π)) + δEU(π0|π, kf (π)), (47) 

where f = f2(π). Solving the equality in (47) for pA, substituting the resulting expression into (46), and 
using the defnition of W A(π) implies that 

max [(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)] ≥ (1 − δ)[xf (πf , kf (π))−pf (π)] + δEW A(π0|π, kf (π)). 
kA∈KA 

At π ∈ EA
0 , frm A is not selling and, by the defnition of equilibrium, frm A is indifferent between 

selling and not selling so that 

max [(1 − δ)pA + δEV A(π0|π, kA)] = δEV A(π0|π, kf (π)), (48) 
(kA,pA)∈FA 

where f = f1(π). At such a prior, by the defnition of equilibrium, the consumer at least weakly prefers 
the selling frm so that 

(1 − δ)uf (πA, kA, pA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) ≤ (1 − δ)uf (πf , kf (π), pf (π)) + δEU(π0|π, kf (π)), (49) 

with f = f1(π). We can equivalently express (49) as 

(1−δ)xA(πA, kA)+δEU(π0|π, kA)−(1−δ)[xf (πf , kf (π))−pf (π)]−δEU(π0|π, kf (π)) ≤ (1 − δ)pA(π), 

which, together with (48), implies that 

max [(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEU(π0|π, kA) − (1 − δ)[xf (πf , kf (π))−pf (π)] − δEU(π0|π, kf (π)) 
kA∈KA 

+δEV A(π0|π, kA)] ≤ δEV A(π0|π, kf (π)). (50) 

Using the defnition of W A(π) and noting that xf (πf , kf (π)), pf (π), and δEU(π0|π, kf (π)) do not depend 
on (kA, pA), we can simplify (50) to obtain 

max [(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)] ≤ (1 − δ)[xf (πf , kf (π))−pf (π)] + δEW A(π0|π, kf (π)). 
kA∈KA 

Combining the two cases establishes the proposition. 

Proof of Corollary 6: Recall the pricing rule in (21). Here the analog of Corollary 1 applies so that 
W f (π) coincides with the autarky value W ˆ f (π), which is convex in π. Since a mean-preserving spread 
of a convex function increases its value, it is immediate that if the variety of the selling frm, here kA(π), 
is more informative than that of the nonselling frm, here kB(π), then the compensating price differential 
is positive. Likewise, if kB (π) is more informative than kA(π), then the compensating price differential is 
negative. 

Proof of Proposition 6: We solve for the equilibrium by backward induction. 
Second Period. Note, as before, that in period 2 the frm with the highest value, xf (πf2), sells to the 

consumer, where πf 2 is the beginning-of-period prior. Hence, given the winning frm in the frst period 
and this prior, condition (62) determines the second-period outcomes. 

First, suppose that A won in the frst period. If a success occurred, then πA2 = 1, A wins in the second 
period, B is the second-best frm, the price charged by A is pA2 = xA(1) − xB(πB), and the consumer’s 
utility is xB(πB). If a failure occurred, then πA2 = 0, B wins in the second period, C is the second-best 
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frm, the price charged by B is pB2 = xB(πB) − xC , and the consumer’s utility is xC . 
Next, suppose that B won in the frst period. If a success occurred, then πB2 = 1, B wins in the 

second period, C is the second-best frm, the price charged by B is pB2 = xB(1) − xC , and the utility of 
the consumer is xC . If a failure occurred, then πB2 = 0, C wins in the second period, A is the second-best 
frm, the price charged by C is pC2 = xC − xA(πA), and the utility of the consumer is xA(πA). 

Finally, suppose that C won in the frst period. Since its variety is uninformative, the prior does not 
change. Hence, B wins in the second period regardless of the utility realized in the frst period. Clearly, 
C is the second-best frm, the price charged by B is pB2 = xB (πB ) − xC , and the utility of the consumer 
is xC . 

First Period. Consider the behavior of frm C in the frst period. In equilibrium, frm C never sells 
and hence earns a proft of zero. Suppose that this frm deviates, charges a price pC1, and attracts the 
consumer. The present value of profts from this deviation is (1 − δ)pC1, since under this deviation in the 
second period frm B sells to the consumer after both a high and a low utility is realized in the frst period. 
Hence, to make frm C indifferent between selling and not selling, it must be that pC1 = 0. Thus, the 
consumer’s utility from purchasing from frm C in the frst period is U(π|C) = (1 − δ)xC + δxC = xC . 

Next, consider the behavior of frm B in period 1. In equilibrium, frm B sells only after a failure by 
frm A in period 1. Since in this case frm C is the second-best frm in the second period, frm B’s value of 
profts in equilibrium is δ(1 − πA)[xB(πB) − xC ]. Now this value must equal the value that frm B would 
obtain if it deviated in period 1 and attracted the consumer at price pB1, which from our second-period 
analysis would imply a value of profts of (1 − δ)pB1 + δπB[xB(1) − xC ] and a value of the consumer’s 
utility of 

U(π|B) = (1 − δ)[xB(πB) − pB1] + δ[πB xC + (1 − πB)xA(πA)]. (51) 

The price that makes frm B indifferent between deviating or not satisfes 

(1 − δ)pB1 = δ(1 − πA)[xB(πB ) − xC ] − δπB[xB(1) − xC ]. (52) 

Substituting pB1 from (52) into (51), we obtain that the value of the consumer’s utility from choosing frm 
B is 

U(π|B) = (1 − δ)xB(πB) + δ[πBxB (1) + (1 − πB )xA(πA)] − δ(1 − πA)[xB(πB) − xC ]. 

We will assume that U(π|B) ≥ U(π|C), so that frm B is the second-best frm. 
Finally, consider the behavior of frm A in period 1. The value of frm A’s profts from selling must 

be larger than the value of frm A’s profts when frm A raises its price so much that it loses the consumer 
to the second-best frm, here frm B. Hence, it must be that 

(1 − δ)pA1 + δπA[xA(1) − xB(πB)] ≥ 0, (53) 

where we have used our second-period analysis to determine that if frm B, the second-best frm, attracts 
the consumer in the frst period, then frm A’s profts in the second period are zero. In the frst period, frm 
A will charge a price pA1 that makes the consumer indifferent between accepting its offer and accepting 
frm B’s offer. The value of the consumer’s utility from purchasing from frm A in the frst period is 

U(π|A) = (1 − δ)[xA(πA) − pA1] + δ[πAxB (πB ) + (1 − πA)xC ], 

whereas the consumer’s utility from purchasing from frm B is U(π|B). To make the consumer indifferent 
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between frms A and B in the frst period, pA1 must be such that U(π|A) = U(π|B), so 

δ 
pA1 = xA(πA) − xB (πB) + [xB(πB) − πB xB (1) − (1 − πB )xA(πA)]. (54) 

1 − δ 

The term in brackets in (54) is the compensating price differential as (57) requires, EW B (π0|π, kA(π)) − 
EW B(π0|π, kB(π)), which here is negative since xA(πA) > xB (0). 

Lastly, by substituting the expression in (54) into (53), we can combine the condition that frm A 
obtains a nonnegative value of profts in the frst period and the condition U(π|B) ≥ U(π|C) = xC into a 
single one, namely, 

(1 − δ)xA(πA) + δ[πAxA(1) + (1 − πA)xC ] ≥ UB ≥ xC . (55) 

Conditions (62) and (55) are suffcient for our equilibrium to exist. This equilibrium is ineffcient when 
(63) is greater than (64). These conditions can all be satisfed, so that the equilibrium exists and is ineff-
cient for both small and large δ. 18 

We can relate our example to our earlier intuition for ineffciency by noting that in the example 
V C (π|A) = 0 and V A(π|B) = 0, so that (61) is equivalent to V C (π|B) > V A(π|A). It is easy to 
verify that this condition holds here. 

Proof of Proposition 8: Suppose the horizon T is fnite. Also suppose that in the last period, the equi-
librium dictates that some variety k with prior πkT is sold by two frms, say, A and B. Since both of 
these frms have identical technologies for producing this variety, Bertrand competition implies that these 
frms price at marginal cost, here zero. Now consider period T − 1. Since in period T profts will be zero 
both on and off the equilibrium path for all varieties, the game from period T − 1 on becomes static and 
Bertrand competition between the two (or more) frms selling the equilibrium variety drives prices to their 
marginal costs. By backward induction, this logic applies to every period. Hence, frms always charge 
prices equal to their marginal costs. To establish effciency, note that since frms price at marginal cost, 
all frms’ profts are zero. Thus, the match value of each frm is the value of the consumer’s gross utility. 
Therefore, each frm chooses a variety that maximizes the objective function of the planner. Since, in 
turn, the planner’s objective coincides with that of the consumer, the optimality of the consumer’s choice 
implies that the equilibrium allocation coincides with the planning solution. 

Suppose now that the horizon is infnite. The limit of the fnite horizon strategies of the consumers 
and the frms is an equilibrium of the infnite horizon economy. In that equilibrium, as just proved, frms 
charge prices equal to their marginal costs and the equilibrium is effcient. 

B Correlated Tastes 
So far we have assumed that taste is independent across brands. We now discuss an alternative extreme in 
which the consumer’s taste is perfectly correlated across all brands, so that the consumer has either a good 
or bad match with all frms. One example is the market for fashion clothing. Suppose that for some brands 
with a more distinctive style, say Gucci, the consumer’s gross utility is very steep in the prior: consumers 
who are a good match for fashion clothing enjoy Gucci products very much whereas consumers who are 
a bad match enjoy them very little. For other brands with a less distinctive style, say Ralph Lauren, the 

18Parameter values producing these outcomes are: xA(1) = 11, xB(1) = 9, xC = 5, xA(0) = 2, xB (0) = 1, αA1 = αC1 = 
1, βA1 = βC1 = 0, δ = 0.95, πA = 0.3, and πC = 0.6. Alternatively, xA(1) = 13.35, xB (1) = 8.34, xC = 5, xA(0) = 0.57, 
xB (0) = 0.01, αA1 = αC1 = 1, βA1 = βC1 = 0, δ = 0.45, πA = 0.3, and πC = 0.6. It is also easy to fnd parameter values 
such that frm B is the selling frm and frm C is the second-best frm but the planner prefers frm A to all other frms. 
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consumer’s gross utility is relatively fat in the prior: consumers who are a good match for fashion clothing 
enjoy Ralph Lauren products only slightly more than consumers who are a bad match. 

We formalize these ideas with a simple modifcation of our setup. Here, the state of the world is 
a scalar θ ∈ {θ, θ}, where θ means that the consumer is a good match for all frms in the market and θ 
means that the consumer is a bad match for all frms, albeit to different degrees as captured by the possible 
utility realizations XfHk and XfLk, and probabilities of success for each frm f and variety k, αfk and 
βfk. The prior at t is now a scalar, πt, which denotes the probability that the match between the consumer 
and all brands is good. The rest of the environment and the defnition of equilibrium are the same as in 
the earlier setup. In this environment except for Corollary 4, all the earlier propositions and corollaries 
immediately apply. Next, we formalize the modifcation of Corollary 4 that applies to this case. 

Corollary 6. (Compensating Price Differential with Correlated Tastes) In a duopoly with correlated con-
sumer tastes, the compensating price differential is negative when the selling frm offers a less informative 
variety and is positive when the selling frm offers a more informative variety than the nonselling frm. 

Thus, when its variety is less informative than that of its competitor, the frm prices its variety below 
the statically optimal price and when its variety is more informative than that of its competitor, the frm 
prices its variety above the statically optimal price. Hence, the selling frm is bound by competition to 
offer a discount for a variety that is at a competitive disadvantage in terms of the information it conveys, 
but it can charge a premium for a variety that allows the acquisition of more information than the best 
alternative in the market. Moreover, as priors change and the second–best variety changes, a frm can 
switch from pricing below the static price to above the static price and vice–versa. 

Imagine now an unwary observer watching the pricing behavior of a frm when it introduces a product. 
In the frst case above, that observer would see prices systematically below the static price, and might be 
tempted to interpret the pricing behavior as an type of penentration pricing. Likewise, in the second 
case above, that observer would see prices systematically above the static price and might be tempted to 
interpret the pricing behavior as a type of price skimming. Unbeknownst to this observer, however, is that 
both types of pricing behavior are simply the result of the frm charging a compensating differential for 
its product. 

Moreover, if as priors change, the pattern of products offered by frms changes then the model pre-
dicts what looks to outside observers a pattern of temporary and seemingly random price increases and 
decreases. Hence, our equilibrium can generate not just patterns of random, temporary price discounts for 
a variety sold to a consumer continuously purchasing from a same frm, which are reminiscent of those 
documented in the empirical literature, but also richer patterns of random price increases and decreases, 
depending on the difference in gross utility and informativeness across the two frms’ varieties.19 

As before, in equilibrium information can be either underprovided or overprovided. Consider frst the 
case of information underprovision. Since in our earlier example, displayed in Figure 1, we supposed that 
frm B had only one uninformative variety, this same example applies (trivially) to the case of correlated 
priors. It is immediate to extend this example to the case in which the consumer’s gross utility from 
purchasing frm B’s variety vary with the prior and obtain the same results. 

More interesting is the case of information overprovision. The example of overprovision is similar to 
our earlier example in the independent case. Suppose, as depicted in Figure 3, that frm A has a perfectly 
informative variety, variety 2, and a less informative variety, variety 1, whereas B has one variety that 
is moderately informative. Briefy, in the planning solution the less informative variety of A is chosen 
in the frst period. After a success this same variety is chosen, whereas after a failure frm B’s variety 

19Although these pricing strategies are typically referred to as applying to new products, in our model they can be thought
equivalently as pricing strategies for new products offered to existing consumers or as pricing strategies for existing products
offered to consumers who are new to a market or are otherwise uncertain about their tastes for existing products. For empirical
evidence on learning by consumers new to a market about existing products, see, for instance, Heilman et al. (2000). 
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is chosen. In equilibrium, frm A chooses the more informative variety and attracts the consumer in the 
second period, both after a success and after a failure.20 

The intuition for the ineffciency is simple. Here, frm A chooses the variety, variety 2, that allows it to 
retain the consumer in the second period regardless of the outcome in the frst period. The planner, instead, 
chooses a variety for which frm A will lose the consumer after a failure in the frst period. Firm A’s and 
the planner’s different valuations at the nodes at which frm A loses to frm B account for the discrepancy 
between the choices in equilibrium and those by the planner. In sum, frm A strategically chooses the 
more informative variety because by doing so it ensures that it will retain the consumer in period 2 after 
both success and failure and hence earn higher profts than when it chooses the less informative variety. 

C An Oligopoly Model 
So far we have focused on a market with two frms, each of which has a unique production technology. 
Now, we consider a market with more than two frms and allow for the possibility that a technology is 
adopted by more than one frm. The markets considered here can be interpreted as resulting from different 
confgurations of entry costs. For example, we think of the economy in which each technology is adopted 
by at least two frms as one in which the cost of adoption of all technologies is zero. We frst show that the 
counterpart of our earlier match effciency result holds but that conditional effciency may fail. We then 
show that our dynamic pricing result immediately extends to this economy. 

To show how conditional effciency may fail, we frst examine a market with three frms, each of which 
produces a single variety. We show that, unlike in the duopoly case, the equilibrium may be ineffcient 
and typically features nonstatic pricing. 

We then turn to examining how intensifying competition can restore effciency. We start with an 
economy with many heterogeneous technologies but in which each technology is adopted by at least two 
frms. We show that greater competition between frms with the same technology drives prices to their 
competitive level and leads to effciency. Yet, competitive pricing for purchased varieties is not suffcient 
for effciency. We illustrate this point in an economy in which all but one frms is competitive and that 
last is a monopolist. Specifcally, we show that even if the only non–competitive frm never sells in 
equilibrium, so that all observed prices are competitive, the equilibrium may be ineffcient. 

Finally, we consider an environment in which frms can sell multiple differentiated varieties but priors 
are variety specifc rather than frm specifc. We interpret this economy to be one in which retail stores 
sell a mixture of branded varieties. In this case, even if no two technologies are the same, pricing is 
competitive and the equilibrium is effcient as long as each variety can be offered by at least two frms. 

Throughout this section we focus on the case of independent priors. It should be clear that our results 
extend in the natural way to the case of correlated priors, as they did in the duopoly case. 

C.1 Match Effciency and Dynamic Pricing 
Let there be an arbitrary number of frms indexed by f ∈ {A, B, C, . . .}. Each frm has a technology 
defned as in the duopoly case. We let πt = (πAt, πBt, . . .) denote the beginning–of–period t priors. The 
defnition of equilibrium here is the obvious extension of our earlier defnition. 

We begin by showing that the natural generalization of the match effciency result of Proposition 1 
holds. The frst part of this result is that the variety choice of any frm f maximizes the match value of 
frm f , namely, W f (π) = V f (π) + U(π). The second part of this result is that the match value solves 

20Parameter values that produce these outcomes are: xA(1, 1) = 15, xB (1, 1) = 14.1, xA(1, 2) = 11, xA(0, 2) = 10.56, 
xB (0, 1) = 10.4, xA(0, 1) = 1.5, αA1 = 0.380, βA1 = 0.379, αA2 = 1, βA2 = 0, δ = 0.75, and πA = πB = 0.9. 
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a simple programming problem. To set up this problem, we introduce notation to denote the selling frm 
and the second–best frm at any prior π. To this end, note that an equilibrium partitions the set of priors 
into sets {EA, EB, EC , . . .}, where frm A sells at priors π ∈ EA, frm B at priors π ∈ EB , and so on. 
We can use equilibrium strategies to defne a function f1(π) that identifes at π the selling frm, which we 
refer to as the frst–best or best frm at π. Similarly, we can also defne a function f2(π) that identifes at 
π the frm whose offer at π yields to the consumer the same value of utility as the selling frm’s offer. We 
let f2(π) denote the second–best frm at prior π. (Clearly such a frm exists: if there is more than one such 
frm, then choose, say, the one with the highest technology index f .) We establish that the match value of 
any frm, say, frm A, solves 

W A(π) = max{ max {(1 − δ)xA(πA, kA) + δEW A(π0|π, kA)}, (56) 
kA∈KA

(1 − δ)[xf (πf , kf (π))−pf (π)] + δEW A(π0|π, kf (π))}, 

where at π ∈ EA, f = f2(π), and at π /∈ EA, f = f1(π). To interpret (56), when frm A sells at π, in the 
current period the sum of frm A’s profts and the consumer’s utility is just the consumer’s gross utility, 
xA(πA, kA), whereas the future value is the value to this pair when the prior is updated using frm A’s 
offered variety. Likewise, when frm A does not sell at π, in the current period frm A’s profts are zero, so 
in the current period this sum is just the consumer’s period utility, xf (πf , kf (π))−pf (π), from a purchase 
from the best frm f = f1(π), whereas the future value is the value to frm A and the consumer when the 
prior is updated using frm f ’s offered variety. 

Proposition 4. (Match Effciency under Oligopoly) For an arbitrary frm, say, frm A, the offered variety 
kA(π) by that frm, both when it sells and when it does not sell, maximizes the match value W A(π). 
Moreover, the match value W A(π) solves (56). 

The proof is an immediate extension of that of Proposition 1. The next proposition is also an immediate 
extension to the many–frm case of our earlier result. 

Proposition 5. (Dynamic Pricing) Let f = f2(π) denote the second–best frm. The price of the selling 
frm, say, frm A, is 

δ � � 
pA(π) = xA(πA, kA(π)) − xf (πf , kf (π)) + EW f (π0|π, kA(π)) − EW f (π0|π, kf (π)) . (57) 

1 − δ 

Note that under oligopoly, the match value of a frm typically does not coincide with its autarky value 
as it did in the duopoly case, so we cannot reduce the compensating price differential in (57), the term 
in brackets, to the form in (22). Briefy, the reason for this lack of coincidence is that the frst term in 
the maximization operator in (56) need not coincide with the second term, so this match surplus problem 
does not reduce to the autarky problem. In particular, if π ∈ EA, then typically frm A strictly prefers 
selling to not selling (and the consumer is tied) so the frst term is strictly larger than the second. Instead, 
if π /∈ EA and A is not the second–best frm, then frm A is indifferent between selling and not selling but 
the consumer typically strictly prefers buying from the best frm than from frm A. Hence, the second term 
is strictly larger than the frst term. In neither case does this value reduce to autarky. (Of course, if two 
frms, say, frms A and B, are the only ones that at any priors are the best and the second–best frms, then 
the match value reduces to the autarky value, since in this case all other frms are effectively irrelevant.) 
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C.2 Failure of Effciency and Static Pricing 
We show that effciency and static pricing both may fail even when all frms have one variety. This result 
shows the limits to which the two results on effciency and static pricing in BV’s case of two frms with 
one variety can be extended. In terms of the failure of effciency, we shed light on a type of ineffciency 
that is different from that in our earlier economies. Even though, trivially, frms choose the right varieties, 
the consumer buys from the wrong frm in equilibrium. Hence, the ineffciency stems from the failure of 
conditional effciency. In this sense, our analysis shows that increasing competition simply by adding an 
additional frm can actually lead to ineffciency. In terms of pricing, the failure of static pricing stems 
from the fact that the match value of a frm no longer reduces to the autarky value. In particular, the 
continuation match value of the second–best frm can vary with the identity of the selling frm even if all 
frms have only one variety, which implies that the compensating price differential is nonzero. 

C.2.1 The Logic of Ineffciency 

Here we show where the logic of our earlier conditional effciency result breaks down with more than two 
frms. This breakdown can easily be seen with three frms. In this case, the contradiction step in the proof 
of Proposition 2 no longer holds. Intuitively, in the equilibrium losing frms care about the identity of 
the winning frm because the information revealed by the consumer’s experience with the winning frm’s 
variety affects the ability of such losing frms to attract the consumer in the future. The planner weighs 
the preferences of all such losing frms when choosing an optimal plan, whereas, in the equilibrium, the 
preferences of the third–best or any lower frm for which frm sells to the consumer has no impact on 
the equilibrium. Indeed, the equilibrium does not restrict how much any losing frm prefers any other 
losing frm over the winning frm to sell to the consumer: equilibrium just requires all losing frms to be 
indifferent between winning the consumer and losing the consumer to the selling frm. This difference in 
how the preferences of losing frms are taken into account in equilibrium and by the planner is the source 
of the ineffciency. 

To see why, let us retrace the steps of the contradiction argument in the proof of Proposition 2 and see 
where the logic fails. To start, suppose that in the equilibrium in the frst period at the prior π, frm A is 
the best frm, frm B is the second best and frm C is the third best. But, suppose by way of contradiction 
that at that prior, the planner prefers frm B to sell in the frst period rather than frm A. Let V f (π|f 0) and 
U(π|f 0) denote, respectively, the value of frm f ’s profts, f = A, B, C, and the consumer’s value when 
the consumer purchases from frm f 0 = A, B, C. For frm A to prefer to sell in the equilibrium rather than 
to raise its price and lose to frm B, it must be that 

V A(π|A) ≥ V A(π|B), (58) 

whereas for the planner to prefer frm B to frm A, it must be that 

V A(π|B) + V B(π|B) + V C (π|B) + U(π|B) > V A(π|A) + V B (π|A) + V C (π|A) + U(π|A). (59) 

Here, the values on the left side of (59) are obtained by evaluating profts and utility off the equilibrium 
path when frm B sells at prior π. 

Now, since B is the second–best frm, the consumer is indifferent between purchasing from frm B 
and purchasing from frm A so that U(π|B) = U(π|A). By the cautious restriction, frm B is indifferent 
between selling to the consumer and losing to frm A, so that V B (π|B) = V B (π|A). Using these two 
equalities to simplify (59), we obtain that 

V A(π|B) + V C (π|B) > V A(π|A) + V C (π|A). (60) 
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As long as the third–best frm, here frm C, has a suffciently strong preference for the second–best frm, 
frm B, selling to the consumer rather than frm A selling to the consumer, that is, as long as 

V C (π|B) − V C (π|A) > V A(π|A) − V A(π|B), (61) 

no contradiction arises between (58) and (60). Hence, here an ineffcient equilibrium is consistent with 
proft maximization by all frms. (Recall that when there are only two frms, the only losing frm is 
necessarily the second best frm and that frm is indifferent between selling or not so that (60) reduces to 
V A(π|B) > V A(π|A) which clearly contradicts (58). No such contradiction arises here.) 

One way to think about this situation is that the third–best frm, here C, would be willing to reimburse 
the winning frm, frm A, for the loss of profts that A would incur if it purposely lost to frm B. If frm 
C did so, then frm C’s net gain in moving from an equilibrium in which A sells to an outcome (not an 
equilibrium) in which B sells would be � � 

V C (π|B) − V C (π|A) − V A(π|A) − V A(π|B) > 0, 

where the term in brackets equals frm C’s payments to frm A. That the net gain for frm C is positive 
follows from (61). And, given these payments frms A and B and the consumer would all be indifferent 
and frm C would be strictly better off. 

C.2.2 Ineffciency under Oligopoly 

Consider an economy with three frms, A, B, and C, with one variety each.21 The economy, as before, 
can be interpreted as an instance either of a two–period economy in which the future is discounted at rate 
δ b = δ/(1 − δ) or of an infnite horizon economy in which utility realizations from the varieties of frms 
A and B are dependently distributed over time. The infnite horizon interpretation is the natural analog of 
our interpretation in the duopoly examples, discussed in the Appendix. Specifcally, we assume that if the 
variety of either frm f = A, B has not been purchased by the consumer in period t = 1, then regardless of 
the state of the world, in each period t ≥ 2 utility realizations are distributed as follows: with probability 
γf , the consumer receives utility XfHk with probability αfk and utility XfLk with probability 1 − αfk; 
with probability 1 − γf , the consumer receives utility XfHk with probability βfk and utility XfLk with 
probability 1 − βfk. We let γf = πf2 so that, given this modifed information structure, πft = πf2 at any 
t > 2. Then, the following derivations apply to both the fnite horizon and the infnite horizon cases. 

As noted above, our infnite horizon interpretation with a dependently distributed stochastic process 
can be thought of somewhat loosely as a stochastic analog of the deterministic economy that BV2 consider 
in Section 6 of their paper. They focus on an economy with time–varying payoffs and in Section 6 
assume that payoffs for a product become constant after a certain number of uses. For that economy, 
BV2 fnd a unique cautious Markov–perfect equilibrium that is effcient, whereas we fnd a cautious 
Markov–perfect equilibrium that is ineffcient. Thus, our result clarifes that BV2’s results on effciency in 
a deterministic economy do not immediately generalize to a stochastic economy with arbitrary dependent 
stochastic processes. 

We now turn to the details. Since each frm has one variety, we simplify notation by letting xf (πf ) 
denote the consumer’s gross utility for the single variety of frm f . We let frm A and frm B have 
perfectly informative varieties and frm C have an uninformative variety. We assume that at the initial 

21We can think of the market considered before as also consisting of frms A, B, and C, but with C operating such a 
dominated technology compared with those of A and B that C never sells. 
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prior π = (πA, πB , πC ), gross utilities satisfy the restrictions implicit in Figure 4, including 

xA(1) > xB (1) > xB (πB ) > xC > xA(πA) > xA(0) > xB (0), (62) 

where the constant xC equals xC (πC ). Note that Figure 4 shows how the consumer’s gross utility from 
purchasing from a frm varies as a function of the prior about that frm. Of course, as the prior, say, πA, 
varies, the consumer’s gross utility from purchasing from frms B and C does not vary. (In this sense, for 
convenience, Figure 4 combines the three graphs of xf (πf ) against πf for f = A, B, C into one graph.) 

We make assumptions so that in period 1 the planner chooses frm B. From (62) it follows that after a 
success of the variety of frm B, the planner chooses frm B again, but after a failure the planner chooses 
frm C for a total value of gross utility of 

(1 − δ)xB(πB) + δ [πB xB (1) + (1 − πB)xC ] . (63) 

In the equilibrium, instead, frm A sells in the frst period. After a success, frm A also sells in the second 
period, but after a failure frm B sells for a total value of gross utility of 

(1 − δ)xA(πA) + δ [πAxA(1) + (1 − πA)xB(πB)] . (64) 

The price charged by the selling frm, say, frm A, is 

δ � � 
pA(π) = xA(πA, kA(π)) − xf (πf , kf (π)) + EW f (π0|π, kA(π)) − EW f (π0|π, kf (π)) , (65) 

1 − δ 

where f = f2(π) is the second–best frm at π. 

Proposition 6. (Oligopoly Ineffciency) If (63) is greater than (64) then the equilibrium is ineffcient. 

The suffcient conditions for this equilibrium to exist are (62) together with a simple inequality we 
derive in the proof. 

C.3 Intensifying Competition 
We now consider two ways of intensifying competition between frms that can restore effciency. First, we 
suppose that two or more frms adopt each technology. For a motivation, imagine a market for prescription 
and over–the–counter drugs in which two pharmacies, say, CVS and Walgreens, sell exactly the same 
varieties of antibiotics, toothpaste, pain relievers, and so on. We interpret this case as one in which 
technologies can be freely adopted by frms. We show that if every technology is adopted by at least one 
frm, then effciency is restored and pricing is competitive. We then use a variant of this example in which 
one frm has an exclusive technology, whereas all other frms do not, to show that the converse is not true: 
even if all purchased varieties are priced competitively, the equilibrium may not be effcient. 

Second, we suppose that priors are variety specifc and interpret this case as corresponding to a market 
in which retailers sell different mixes of potentially overlapping varieties. Since priors are variety specifc 
and the same variety can be sold by multiple sellers, here brands in our earlier sense are not relevant. Here 
a retail frm simply sells collections of varieties, each of which has no information about another variety. 
For example, consider three supermarket chains, say, Safeway, Cub Foods, and Rainbow, and suppose, 
for concreteness, that each of them sells two of three cereals’ varieties: Frosted Flakes, Cocoa Puffs, and 
Harvest Crunch. Specifcally, suppose that Safeway sells Frosted Flakes and Cocoa Puffs, Cub Foods sells 
Cocoa Puffs and Harvest Crunch, and Rainbow sells Frosted Flakes and Harvest Crunch. We interpret this 
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case as one in which each variety of a technology can be freely adopted by the retailer. We show that, 
even though frms are heterogeneous, the intense competition between varieties also restores effciency. 

C.3.1 Competition by Technology 

Consider a market in which frms operate different technologies {A, B, C, . . .} that produce multiple 
product varieties, and assume that each technology has been adopted by at least two frms. We refer to 
this economy as a replica economy. In our earlier duopoly setup, since each frm was uniquely identifed 
by its technology, we could have interpreted the prior to be equivalently about the match of the consumer 
with a particular frm or about the match of the consumer with a particular technology for producing 
goods. Here, multiple frms use the same technology, and we defne the prior to be about the match of the 
consumer with each technology. This setup captures the idea that when frms sell varieties produced with 
a same technology, consumers learn about the value of their idiosyncratic matches with these varieties 
regardless of where the consumers purchase them. For example, suppose both Walgreens and CVS sell 
an identical variety of Colgate toothpaste. An unsuccessful experience with the toothpaste changes a 
consumer’s valuation of the product as well as other Colgate oral care products such as toothbrushes, 
regardless of whether a consumer purchased the toothpaste from Walgreens or CVS. 

We start with an extreme case in which all of the products of Walgreens and CVS are from Colgate. 
Below we relax this assumption by considering a more general case in which frms sell a mixture of va-
rieties of different underlying brands, so that Walgreens might sell Colgate toothpaste and Palmolive dish 
washing soap, whereas CVS might sell Colgate toothpaste and Oral–B toothbrushes and so on. We provide 
conditions under which the equilibrium is effcient even if no two frms have the same technologies. 

A Replica Economy. Suppose that there are (at least) two frms operating each technology. In a slight 
abuse of notation, we refer to the two frms that operate technology A as A1 and A2, and we use similar 
notation for the frms operating the remaining technologies. 

First, consider prices. If some frm, say, frm A1, sells at a given prior π, then the second–best frm 
is frm A2. Since frms A1 and A2 have identical technologies, they both choose the same variety at this 
prior. By (57), these two facts imply that pA(π) = 0: the intense competition between frms with the same 
technology makes them bid their prices down to their marginal costs, which are zero. Since this outcome 
occurs at each prior, the profts of all frms are zero. 

Next, consider the variety choices of each frm. Since the value of profts of each frm, V f (π), is zero, 
the match value of each frm, W f (π) = V f (π)+ U(π), reduces to the consumer’s value, U(π). Moreover, 
since at each prior the prices of all frms are zero, the consumer’s utility, uf (πf , k(π), p(π)), reduces to 
xf (πf , k(π)) so that the match value of each frm reduces to the value of the consumer’s gross utility. 
Thus, conditional on being chosen by the consumer, each frm offers the same variety that the planner 
would choose. Finally, since the consumer purchases from the frm whose offer leads to the highest value 
of gross utility, consumer optimality implies that the consumer selects the same frm that the planner 
would select. Hence, equilibrium is effcient. 

Proposition 7. (Replica Economy) In a replica economy, offered varieties are effcient and frms charge 
prices equal to their marginal costs. 

An Almost Replica Economy: One Monopolist and Many Competitive Firms. In the replica econ-
omy, all frms had replicas and acted in a competitive fashion. Here, we imagine that all but one frm has 
a replica. In equilibrium, the frms with replicas are competitive in that they price at marginal cost. The 
frm without a replica is a monopolist in that it exclusively operates a technology. Not surprisingly, the 
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monopolist can make ineffcient variety choices in such an environment. We fnd it interesting that even 
if the monopolist never sells in equilibrium, its mere presence can cause the competitive frms to make 
ineffcient variety choices. The lesson we draw here is that even though an outside observer armed only 
with price data would infer that the equilibrium is competitive and therefore effcient, the observer would 
be mistaken. In this sense, competitive pricing is not suffcient for effciency. 

For concreteness, suppose that technology A is adopted by only one frm but that technology B is 
adopted by two frms, denoted by B1 and B2 for simplicity. We use similar notation for frms using the 
remaining technologies. We refer to the frms with technologies {B, C, D, . . .} as the competitive frms. 

Using the same logic as in Proposition 7, it is immediate that the competitive frms price their varieties 
at their marginal cost (of zero) in all periods and, thus, make zero profts. Nonetheless, the competitive 
frms may make ineffcient choices of varieties. Intuitively, the competitive frms choose those varieties 
that maximize the value of the consumer’s utility. In contrast, the planner chooses the varieties of the 
competitive frms so as to maximize the sum of the values of the consumer’s utility and the monopolist’s 
profts. 

To see how this difference in valuations can lead to ineffciencies—for instance, to information being 
underprovided compared with the effcient level—consider an economy in which a monopolist with tech-
nology A faces competitive frms with technology B. Suppose for simplicity that technology B has two 
varieties, with variety 1 somewhat informative and variety 2 perfectly informative, whereas technology 
A has only one variety, which is assumed for simplicity to be uninformative. Since the value xA(πA) is 
independent of πA, we denote this value simply by xA. Suppose utilities are ordered as in Figure 5, so that 

xB(1, 1) > xB (1, 2) > xA > xB(0, 2) > xB(0, 1). (66) 

In this case, the second–period outcomes are as follows. If a frm of type B sells variety 1 in the frst 
period, it sells the same variety again in the second period regardless of the utility realized in the frst 
period. If a frm of type B sells variety 2 in the frst period, then in the second period it sells variety 1 after 
a success and loses the consumer to frm A after a failure. 

It is possible to fnd conditions under which in equilibrium the consumer purchases from a frm of type 
B variety 1 in the frst period, whereas under the planner’s solution the consumer would purchase variety 
2 in the frst period. For this to be the case for the planner, it must be that 

(1 − δ)xB(πB, 2) + δ[πB xB(1, 1) + (1 − πB )xA] > xB (πB, 1). (67) 

In equilibrium, a frm of type B chooses variety 1 if the match value from variety 1 is greater than that 
from variety 2, that is, 

xB (πB , 1) > (1 − δ)xB (πB , 2) + δ[πBxB(1, 1) + (1 − πB)xB(0, 2)]. (68) 

Equilibrium is ineffcient when (67) and (68) simultaneously hold.22 

In this equilibrium, all purchased varieties are sold by the competitive frms, which set their prices 
equal to their marginal costs. The subtle ineffciency here is that the mere presence of the monopolist 
lurking off the equilibrium path can imply that the competitive frms make ineffcient variety choices. 

If we imagine that the monopolist had to pay a cost to adopt its technology, then since the monopolist 
never sells in equilibrium, an implication of this example is that the monopolist would make negative 
profts. Hence, the monopolist should not have adopted its technology in the frst place. With a slight 

22 Parameter values that produce these outcomes and satisfy these two inequalities, as well as the assumptions in (66), are: 
xB (1, 1) = 10, xB (1, 2) = 8.5, xA = 4, xB (0, 2) = 3, xB (0, 1) = 2, αB1 = 0.60, βB1 = 0.57, αB2 = 1, βB2 = 0, δ = 0.55, 
and πB = 0.6. Note that αA1, βA1, and πA play no role in these calculations. 
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modifcation to the economy, we can eliminate this prediction. Suppose that we introduce a new period, 
period 0, in which the monopolist must decide whether or not to pay the adoption cost, and then nature 
stochastically draws vectors of priors for period 1. Under some of these priors, the prior πB about the 
technology of the competitive frms will be low enough that the monopolist will sell at a positive price and 
make positive profts in the continuation game. We suppose that the distribution of initial priors is such 
that the value of the monopolist’s profts is positive. Then, the above example refers to the branch of this 
modifed game with a relatively high prior πB at which the monopolist does not sell.23 

C.3.2 Competition by Variety 

Suppose now that each consumer has a different prior about each variety, but at least two frms can produce 
each variety. Hence, each frm has a set of varieties that overlaps only partially with that of other frms. 
Formally, let there be K varieties with state of the world θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θK ) and θk ∈ {θk, θk}, 1 ≤ k ≤ 
K. The prior at t is πt = (π1t, . . . , πKt). Each frm f has a subset Kf ⊂ K of these varieties, each of 
which also belongs to the variety set of at least another frm. For instance, frms A and B can produce 
variety k, and the prior about this variety is updated in the same way regardless of which of the two 
frms sells variety k. Here we show that even if each frm sells different bundles of varieties, the intense 
competition between varieties restores effciency.24 To relate this setup to our motivating example with 
three supermarket chains, note that having frms A and B both “produce” the same variety, say Kellogg’s 
Frosted Flakes, means that two supermarket chains A and B buy goods from a wholesaler at some constant 
cost, which for notational simplicity we set to zero. 

Proposition 8. (Overlapping Varieties) Consider the variety–specifc prior economy in which frms have 
different subsets of varieties, but each variety can be offered by two or more frms. With a fnite horizon, 
the equilibrium is effcient and frms charge prices equal to their marginal costs. With an infnite horizon, 
there exists an effcient equilibrium in which frms charge prices equal to their marginal costs. 

23 It is easy to construct examples in which the monopolist sells and the compensating price differential is positive. 
24It is possible to construct examples in which the equilibrium is ineffcient when only a single variety in the market is not

produced by two or more frms. 
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Table 1: Parameter Estimates and Prices 
XL XH Uniform Price α 

Apple phone 67 1,000 640 0.9882 
Apple tablet -101 1,021 560 0.9677 
Samsung phone -444 550 400 0.9802 
Samsung tablet -751 340 340 0.9977 

Table 2: From Uniform Pricing to Personalized Pricing 
Change ($ per consumer per year) 

Consumer surplus 108.30 
Prices paid -41.79 
Apple proft -83.19 
Samsung proft -24.99 
Total proft -108.18 
Total welfare 0.12 

 
Figure 1. Underprovision of Information (Firm-Specific Priors) 
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Figure 2. Overprovision of Information (Firm-Specific Priors) 
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Figure 3. Overprovision of Information (Correlated Priors) 
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Figure 4. Inefficiency of Oligopoly with Three Firms (Firm-Specific Priors) 
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Figure 5. Underprovision of Information With One Monopolist and Many Com-

petitive Firms (Technology-Specific Priors) 
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Figure 6: Prior Distribution for Apple 

Figure 7: Prior Distribution for Samsung 
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Figure 8: Counterfactual Results for Consumer Surplus 

Figure 9: Counterfactual Results for Prices 
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Figure 10: Counterfactual Results for Profts (Apple and Samsung) 

Figure 11: Counterfactual Results for Total Welfare 
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